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MOST MEMBERS OF

THE CLASSICS SOCIETY

ARE AMONG OUR

FRIENDS AND SUBSCRIBERS

We handle more United States classic stamps and covers than
any other auction firm. Auction Realization over $12,000,000 in
1985.

If you are not acquainted with American's premier philatelic
auction house we shall be pleased to send you with our com
pliments our next two catalogs of postal history or United
States classics offerings.

( AUCTION GALLERIES, INC.)

160 EAST 56th STREET

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

TEL. (212) - 753-6421

ESTABLISHED 56 YEARS



RICHARD C. FRAJOLA, INC.

UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY

PRIVATE TREATY SERVICES

PUBLIC AUCTIONS

Our auction catalogs have received awards as literature . find out by subscrib
ing today. A sub scription for the next 5 catalogs, including prices realised
after each sale . is $15.

RICHARD C. FRAJOLA, INC.
85 North Street

Danbury, CT 06810
Telephone (203) 790-4311
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COMPREHENSIVE STOCK

OF

U.S. CLASSIC ISSUES AVAILABLE

Very strong in ESSAYS, some PROOFS, outstanding

STAMPS and COVERS

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE

ON APPROVAL?

SELECTION GLADLY SENT AGAINST SPECIFIC REQUESTS

MAY WE HEAR FROM YOU?

Satisfaction or Immediate Refund - Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired - (No Interest or Carry ing Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
88 Beacon Street

APS Boston, Mass . 02108 CSA
SPA Phone: 617-523-2522 USPCS

THE CHRONICLE . published quarterly in Feb .•May. Aug.•and Nov. by th e U. S. Philatelic Classics Society.
Inc.•at 2030 Glenmont Ave. •N.W.•Canton. Ohio 44708. Second class po stage paid at Ca nton. Ohio 44711
and additional mailing office. S ubscription price $16. 00. Prin ted in U.S.A
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/
The bottom line is ...

/

WE WILL WORK
/

HARDER FOR YOU!

/
.. . Because I take stamps seriously. To me , a collector's stamps are more
than just commodities. They are often pieces of one's life. Chances are , a
collector passed up something else in order to buy each stamp and cover.
That means an obligation on my part to do the best by the collector . .. or his
or her children .

. . . We'll help you realize the most for your material. Shall we clear itall out in
a single auction? Shall we place parts of it in our auctions of specialized
material? Shall we place parts into sales of "name" collections where they
might be enhanced by such proximity? Shall we put exceptional items in our
annual Gem Sale where realizations are often astonishing? You won 't be left
out of these deliberations.

After that, we'll turn to the critical business of lotting and describing . We're
meticulous in our descriptions. We picture over 85 % of the material in our
catalogs. Our catalogs draw more attention .. . so you realize more.

Immediate cash needed? We also buy outright for cash or can place your
collection through our private treaty department.

Let me respectfully suggest that when the time comes to sell, take a few
minutes for a toll-free call to me (800-424-9519) . Let's discuss your collec
tion. You may end up putting me to work for you then and there.

rYL~~

a..---_K f JohnW .~
A ~p~ au mann A

1333 H Street NW, Washington, DC 20005-47()7- Inc' ..
WASH. DC CALL - (202) 898-1800 •
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IN MEMORIAM

1924-1988
Len Persson passed away unexpectedl y at the age of 63. He was constantly in touch with his

many friend s who were also collectors , so many of us have memories of a phone conversation
with him just days before his dem ise , little thinkin g that this would be our last communication
with him. He had many friend s made throu gh collecting, both collectors and dealers.

Like quite a few serious collectors, his hobb y was as important to him as his professional work
of financia l advisor. But this was a two-way street because he gained many customers who were
his collecting friends. Thus many of us phoned him about one matter or other, but ended up with a
discussion on philately. Or visa versa .

While Len did not write much, he was very knowledgeable about most areas of U.S. postal
history of all eras . In fact, I know of no one who was so conversant in all fields of nineteenth and
twentieth century American postal usages. Thi s reflect ed his widely dispersed collecting inter
ests.

His most advanced collections were in western covers. Probably Colorado and Alaska were his
deepe st loves , but he had built important collections in Arizona, New Mexico, and Minnesota
postmarks previously. One collection was an import ant cover from each state or territory
including Confederate material. Parcel Post usages were a field of specialization. But Len had so
many different little collections that he always seemed able to find something new even at the
worst of shows .

His sources of material were the most unusual of any collector of my acquaintance. He received
auction catalogs and price lists from firms that most collectors do not even know exist. At stamp
shows he always took Fridays off so he could go through the stock of every dealer who sold
American covers . And he never missed a post card show either. Thus he uncovered large numbers
of unusual items durin g his lifetime, many of which grace other collections today. His most
exciting original find was the Pardon Brown covers which he located through a T.V. interview
with a man who had located a trunk of old covers. He was preparing to write a series of articles
based on this correspondence . Whenever his collection is sold, I think everyone will be surprised
at the breadth and depth of materi al he had acquired.

But Len was such a nice guy that most of us feel that we have suffered a personal loss with his
passing. He was a great hum an being who just happened to be a serious stamp collector.

J .W .M .
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GUEST PRIVILEGE
I

POSTAGE RATES BETWEEN U.K. AND NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN 1711 to 1900

COLIN TABEART
(continued from Chronicle 137:16)

SHIP LETIER RATES OUTWARDS FROM UK

1.6.1711 9 Anne c 10. Inward letters to be handed in at the port of arrival. Person handing in
to receive Id each letter .

10.10.1765 5 Geo III c 25. ld to ship's master, Id to the postmaster at the port , Id added to
inland rates. Ships not permitted to break bulk until letters delivered.

1777 Guide to London. Letters directed tov or coming from onboard any ship, Idover
all other rates.

Figure 3. Liverpool to
New Bedford, Mass., I
7 Dec 1794; entered ••••.
at Boston as "Ship
14," 4C ship and 10C '
inland. Outside
British malls.

Figure 4. Philadelphia, 26 Apr 1799, to Ipswich; struck PORTSMOUTH/SHIPLRE. Via London
4 Jun; "7" crossed out, corrected to "8": 7d inland (100-150 m.l plus 1d captain.
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1800

1803

12.7.1799 39 Geo III c 76 . Ships not being pkt boats allowed to carry letters for the PO. Rate
outwards not less than half the packet rate. Where pkt not established as near
half the rate as can be asce rtained . Inward ship letters charged 4d + inland .
Masters to have 2d per letter, inwards or outwards .

River Letters , Id above all rates for collection from a ship in the Thames .

POD . To or from ships, except those "in sealed bags under the Act 39 Ceo /II c
36 ," Id + inland. If landed at the port of delivery, Id to the master, Id to the
post.
Outward letters "in sealed bags under the Act 39 Ceo /II c 38 ," half pkt rate.
Inward letters "in sealed bags under the Act 39 Ceo I/I c 38," 4d + inland . Note
this interesting division of ship letters intoZ classes. Note : 39 Geo III c 36 was not
a posta l Act; almost certainly a misprint for 39 Geo III c 76.

10.8 . 1803 GPO ms. Instruction (Pos t E2 17FII807 at PO Records). "Following rates of
postage are to be taken for ship letters conveyed by private vessels under the Act
of39 Geo III c 76. In addition to which the full inland postage to London, or to the
port from whence they are forwarded:"
America & the W. Ind ies, lid .

25.4. 1814 GPON. London to: Ame rica & W . Indies, IlId , PP.

Figure 5. Glasgow to New York, 4 Jul1814, "pd 2/5%" at packet rate, though packet service
to U.S. was suspended by War of 1812. London sent on as paid ship letter. Landed at Norfolk,
Va.,8 Mar 1815, as ship letter, rated 33C due at War of 1812 rates (ship fee figured at 3C in
error).

10. 10.1814 54 Geo III c 169. Inward ship letters 6d + inland . One third "Post Paid
Withdrawn" for outward ship letters as follow s: "PMG to receive letters from
persons who may be desirous to forward such letters themselves, and to affix
upon each letter such stamp, mark of postage , or designat ion as the PMG in his
discretion shall think proper and order, and thereon to demand . . . a rate of
postage of one third part of the rates . . . if the same were conveyed by packet
boats . . . and upon payment thereof to return such letters to the person bringing
the same , and that it shall be lawful for such person to forward such letters . . . by
any ship that he may think proper , not being a packet boat. " Also: "Lawful for
masters of vesse ls to collect letters in places within HM Dominions and Countries
beyond the seas, so as such letters shall be collected for the purpose of being
Chronicle 138 I May 1988 I Vol. 40 , No.2 81



Figure 6. London to Montreal, 12 Apr 1815, POSTPAID WITHDRAWN SHIP LETTER/LONDON
across flap. This procedure was voluntary for those "desirous" to use it. Double letter
charged one third packet rate of 4/4 (2x2/2), equal to 17%dor 1/5. At Quebec stamped oval "Ship
Letter" and rated 1N8% cy. due: 1/6 inland (double), plus 2V2d ship fee.

transmitted by the authority of the PMG to Great Britain , and provided that
masters shall deliver all such letters to some person author ised by the PMG , and
that the masters shall, upon delivery of the same, pay unto the person so
authorised the sum of 3/- for every 50 letters, and shall then receive back the same
from the person so authorised in a sealed bag or parcel ... and shall upon
delivery of such bag or parcel . . . in a perfect state at any post office in Great
Britain , be repaid the sum of money which they shall have so advanced as
aforesaid, and also twopence per letter for every letter which shall be contained in
such bag or parcel ." Person authorised by the PMG to make up the bag or parcel
"to enclose therein a certificate of the number of letters contained in the same , and
an impression of the Seal which shall be used to seal such bag or parcel , and the
date when the same shall be sealed ." Ifbag not delivered at the place of arrival, or
if opened, or if any letter removed , master fined £500. Customs authorised to
search all ships for letters contrary to the provisions of the Act. East India
Company excluded from provisions of the Act.

Figure 7. Liverpool to Montreal, 1818, up. Euphrates." At New York rated "20'/2" (lC ship,
18VzC inland), Due 1N10 at Montreal: 1/1 (20VzC), 9d inland. Illegal ship letter outward from
U.K.
82 Chronicle 138 I May 1988 I Vol. 40, No.2



Figure 8. From the ship Martha (position unknown) to New York, 1833. Endorsed "1% oz." (6
rates). Received at Boston, rated 2C ship and 112%C inland (6x18% for 150-400 m.).

Oct 1814 GPO Notice to Postmasters. " In Article 2 of your special instruction s on ship
letters ... it is stated that all letters from abroad, after the 10th instant , made up
in sealed bags , will be liable to a ship letter rate of 6d single . .. . But it must be
recollected that the Act requires time to operate in foreign countries, and until it
has become known abroad , none of the certificates mentioned in sections 5 & 6
can be received, of course no letters can be liable to the 6d rate .. .. The former
Act 39 Geo III c 76 will remain in force as to ship letters in bags or parcels actually
despatched by the PMG's deputies or agents abroad, before 10 October, though
arriving afterwards . For such letters the 2d must be paid as usual, and the 4d ship
letter rate charged . That rate can apply to no letter sent from abroad after 10th. All
ship letters subsequently sent will come either under the new Act of 54 Geo III c
169, for which some considerable time will be required at distant countries, or
under the old Act of 9 Anne , and the 2d or Id per letter must be paid , and the
postage be charged according to the actual circumstances, . . . advising masters
that on their next homeward voyages they get their letters properly made up in
sealed bags or parcels, with certificates, it being totally out ofyour power to pay
the 2d per letter when the law has not been complied with . But it is required of
them to deliver all and every letter to you, and after 10 October no ship can break
bulk till the printed declaration has been sign ed in your presence by the
commander."

1815 POD. Half the pkt rate , PP . "Persons who may be desirous of forwarding their
letters themselves , may do so , by any vessel not being a pkt boat, upon payment
of a third of the pkt rate, and having the postage so paid marked upon them by an
officer of the Post Office, but this can be done only at the Post Office in London,
or at the outport post offices."

11.7.181555 Geo III c 153. Inward ship letters 8d + inland . Owners , charters, or
consignees of vessel s could send or receive letters free of sea or ship letter postage
if endorsed "Owners or Charterers or Consignees Letter" under certain condi
tions. Post Paid Withdrawn ship letter facility terminated , i.e. , outward ship
letters reverted fully to the half packet rate .

21.8 .1835 5/6 William IV c 25 . Outward from Great Britain , if posted/delivered at the port,
8d; anywhere else in GB, 1/- . Note: this rate specifically did not apply to ship
letters inwards to UK, which were still charged the full inland rates plus the 8d
ship letter rate.
Chronicle 138 / May 1988 / Vol. 40 , No.2 83



Figure 9. London, 16 Dec 1836, to Quebec. The outward ship letter fee of 1/- from inland
prepaid. At New York rated 203/ .. ¢ (2¢ ship, 18%¢ to border). Due at Quebec 2/1 cy.: 1/1 U.S.,
and 1/- Can. inland.

Aug 1835 GPON to All Postmasters . "Sealed bags will be made up from time to time at
London and the outports, for which you will receive letters specifically directed
to go by private ship . and you will take (except for Ireland and the E Indies) 11
single ."

Apr 1838 Shipping Co. Notice (Not A PO Rate) . Letters per "Great Western" to NY taken
on payment of 11- .

"\:v-
I

Figure 10. Gardiner, Me., 16 Sep 1838, to Horndean. Paid 18%¢ to New York. Received as
SHIPLETTER/DOVER. Incorrect 1/4 crossed out; 1/6substituted: 8d ship, 10d inland (120-170
m.l, At Horndean (rimless arc on rev.) forwarded back to London at 10d; total due 2/2.
84 Chronicle 138 / May 1988 / Vol. 40, No.2
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Figure 11. SHIP LETTER/LIVERPOOL 31 JV 1840 to Montreal. Outward ship letter fee of 8d
paid. By President (British & American Steam Navigation Co.) on her maiden voyage from
Liverpool 1 Aug. arriving N.V. 17 Aug. Rated 20%C at N.V. as ship letter. At Montreal marked
1/5% cy . due: 1/1 (20%C) and 4%d lines to Montreal.

10.1.1 840 TW . UK to anywhere, including Ceylon , Mauritius, CGH , & E Indies, at
whateve r place within the UK the same shall be posted , a uniform rate of 8d per
1/2 oz. Owners/Consignees still entitled to free letters. Gratuities to masters for
letters with in the UK reduced to 2/6d per 100 letters. By private vessels
"transmitted between places within the UK shall be considered as forwarded by
the post between such places and charged accordingly." (Interpreted as meaning
that such letters went for Id. )

5. 1. 1844 TW. Between ports in W. Indies & Br N America, by pkt or PS , sea postage of
4d .

Figure 12. Liverpool 23 Sep 1843 to Baltimore. on Great Western to N.Y.; there rated 203/.C due.
The outward ship letter fee of ad was paid at Liverpool.
Chronicle 138 I May 1988 I Vol. 40. No.2 85



Figure 13. Baltimore, 7 Oct. 1841, to Schiedam, Holland, in care of Liverpool agent. A double
letter by U.S. system (number of sheets). Paid 37C postage (2x18%) and 25C (2x12Yz) freight
money for sailing vessel. Received " 3 NO 1841/L1VERPOOUSHIP" (rev.); rated 8d uniform
incoming ship letter fee due as single by weight. Agents paid 8d and forwarded letter to
Holland outside mails.

28.3 .1854 TW. UK to Canada, PEl , Bermuda, Antigua , Grenada, Berbice , Demerara ,
Trinidad , Cari acou, Tobago, Montserrat , Nevis, Tortola , Dominica , St Kitts, St
Lucia , St Vincent , Jamaica , Bahamas, Honduras, by pkt or PS, uniform Br
postage of 6d .

1.6.1 854 TW . UK to Barbadoes , Nova Scotia , New Brunswick , by pkt or PS, uniform Br
postage of 6d .

1.7.1854 TW . UK to Newfoundl and , by pkt or PS, uniform Br postage of 6d .

Sep 1854 GPO Notice. " In consequence of the great reduction which has taken place in the
rates of postage chargeable on letters sent to or received from the following
Colonies: Canada, PEl , Nova Scot ia, New Brunswick , Newfoundl and , Bar
badoes, the Lords of the Treasury have been pleased to decide that the gratuities
hitherto paid to the masters of vesse ls conveying ship letter mails to or from those
colonies, as well as all allowances made to boatmen and others employed in the
landing of ship letters, shall be also reduced. " Payments to be: To the master , ld
per letter, Y2d per newspaper ; to pilots and boatmen at the authorised ports for
landing mails from homeward bound ships, Y2d per letter.

1.6.1 855 TW . UK to Turks Island , by pkt or PS, uniform Br postage of 6d.

May 1856 British Postal Guide. By PS to any place, except as follows , 8d. To Bermuda,
Canada, PEl , British W. Indies, 6d.

I.7.1857 TW. Vancouver ' s Island , by pkt or PS , uniform Br postage of 6d.

1.1.1858 TW . UK to anywhere in the world (except France and Belgium) by PS, uniform
Br postage of 6d .

1.4.1863 TW . UK to BWI , by PS , uniform Br postage of I Y2d. NB GPON 8/63 gave the
total rate as 3d . BWI means: Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Berrnuda, Berb ice ,
Cariacou , Demerara, Dominica , Grenada, Honduras, Jamaica , Montserrat,
86 Chronicle 138 I May 1988 I Vol. 40. No. 2



Figure 14. New York to Plymouth, 3 Aug 1860, on Vigo (Inman Line) which had no mail
contract on this voyage . Therefore received at Liverpool as a ship letter, subject to uniform
6d rate .

Nev is, St Kitts , St Lucia , St Vincent , Tobago, Tortola , Tr inidad , Turk s Islands.

Jan 1868 Postal Guide. Belize , Br W Indies , 3d; everywhere else, 6d.

1. 1. 1870 TW. UK to USA , by pkt or PS, uniform postage of 3d, PP , unpaid fined 3d .

6 . 1. 1870 TW . UK to Canada, Nova Sco tia, New Brunswick, by pkt or PS , uniform postage
of 3d , PP, unpaid fined 3d.

1.6 .1870 GPON 17170. 3d rate exte nded to PEl.

I. I. 1873 GPON 35/69 . UK to Newfoundland , direct by pkt or PS, 3d PP, 6d unpaid .

Jan 1877 Postal Guide. Ship Letters 6d pr V2 oz PP except: B W Indies , 3d PP , fine 3d;
Canada , Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, PEl , 2V2d PP , fine 2 V2d
pr V2 oz ; countries in the GPU, as Canada. No ship letters to NY.

1.4. 1877 GPON. To Jamaica , Br Gu iana , Trinidad, Bermuda , raised to 6d.

I. 1.1879 GPON . To Br. Hondu ras increased to 6d to align with new reduced pkt rate .

1.10 .1891 paN . Letters to all places abroad, exce pt Transvaal , Orange Free State , Br
Bechuanaland and other more remote places in the interior of Africa, reduced to
2V2d .

I. 7. 1892 GPON . Letters to all places abroad , reduced to 2V2d.

3. 1. 1899 GPON. Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda , Br Guiana , Br Honduras , Canada ,
Antigua , St Kitts, Nevis , Dominica , Montserrat, Virgin Is , Newfo undland,
To bago, Tr inidad , Turk Islands, Grenada, St Lucia, St. Vincent; reduced to Id
PP pr V2 oz by whatever route .

(To be continued)
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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u.s. Classics at Christie's in June

r
•·•••••••

The Walter C. Klein
Collection, PartOne:
19th and 20th Century Issues
June 15-16
The first part of this important collection
will feature unused singles from 1851 to
1888, singles and blocks from 1890 through
1930s. Included are superb rariti es ,
highlighted by nearly complete Reprints ,
Re-issues and Special Printings.
Columbian and Trans-Mi ssissippi issues in
blocks. Major 20th century rariti es.
Catalog $8. The set of five catalogs may
be ordered in advance for $30

(Color preview in center section of this issue)

Illustrated Top to Bottom:

15c Black E grill and 24c Steel Blue in corner margin pairs;
1861- 69 Re-Issues and 1880- 83 Special Printings; blocks
of$5.oo Columbian and $5 .00 1894 Issue .
88 Chronicle 138 I May 1988 I Vol. 40. No.2



United States Stamps
and Covers

June 16
A diverse sale featuring U.S. classics in
outstanding used qua lity from the Watt c.
White Collec tion. Later issues well repre
sented, including a fine collectio n of
Exposition covers.
Catalog $8.

Please send check or money order to:
Christie's Stamp Departm ent

502 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Illustrated Top to Bottom:

Sc Red Brown (12) pair, IOc Green Type IV (16); 24c Deep
Lilac (70), 90c F Grill (101); 90c 1869 Issue (122), Sc 1875
Re-Issue (105); $2.00 Co lumbian on cover to Roumania.

~
~

CHRISTIE'S
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PRESTAMP & STAMPLESS
FRANK MANDEL, Editor
POSTAGE CHARGED TO POST OFFICE BOX ACCOUNTS
JAMES W. MILGRAM, M.D .

Some years ago I wrote an article "Charge It to My Post Office Account" (American
Philatelist, 89:613-621 , 1973) in which I outl ined a practic e of charging postage to individual
post office box accounts . Although I had not appreci ated the fact then , it became apparent
that there were actually two separate usages: I) prepaid postage by a sender who charged the
postage to his or her box account, and 2) postage due from the addressee who charged the
postage to a post office account. The first type of usage is a prepaid one , and the second type
of usage is on unpaid letters. Thus the difference is that the word "charge" was used as an
instruction to the postmaster on prepaid mail , and the word "charged" was used as a notation
by the postmaster who debited the addre ssee's account for an unpaid letter.

PREPAID USAGES
The practice of having a charge account at a post office does not exist today, but it was

undoubtedly common during the first half of the nineteenth century in the United States.
Printed statements for rental of a box and incoming letters and newspapers are not at all rare ,
particularly during the 1830s-l850s. While post office boxes still exist, the development of
the carrier delivery service during the 1840s-1860s undoubtedly reduced the demand for
these boxes which are today used by a small minority of those persons or business firms
receiving mail. It must be recalled that the period of these box postal usages was the late
stampless period when letters had to be taken to the post office for mailing and received from
the post office in person . I postulated that the "charge box" notations were probabl y used on
mail that was dropped into special boxes in some instance s, so that the senders did not have to
stand in line in order to mail their letters.

Figure 1. "PITTSBURGH DEC 18" and "PAID" with fancy pointing hand, manuscript "pd 33"
charge box usage.

It amazes me how truly common these manuscript notation s are on stampless covers. In
Figure 1 is quite a typical , although quite early example , with manuscript "pd 33" in red at
upper left , red "6 ," "PITTSBURGH DEC 18" (1830), and "PAID" with a fancy pointing
hand. The letter paid the minimum distance rate to Economy , Pennsylvania. Because the
handwriting of the "pd 33" is different from that of both the address and the enclosed letter ,
and also because it is in a shade of ink matching the "6," this notat ion was likely applied by
the postmaster.
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Figure 2. "Pay and charge box 55" notation to charge post office account, red"ABERDEEN MISS
SEP 10" and "PAID 3,"

But many other such notations were undoubtedly directives by the sender to the
postmaster. In Figure 2 is an undated envelope of the early 1850s with the notation "Pay and
charge box 55 ." The postmarks are "A BERDEEN MISS. SEP 10" and "PAID 3," both in
red. In this example the handwriting of the address matches that of the notation. This is an
interesting cover because it used both of the words found on these prepaid box usages: I)
PAID and 2) CHARGE.

HANDSTAMPED BOX MARKINGS
In my prev ious articles on this subject, which are listed in the references, I illustrated a

number of handstamped marki ngs which were used by either private individuals or com
mercial firms to perform the same purpose as the manuscript notations. One of these
markings was an 1850 circular "PAID E C & Co Box 100." In Figure 3 is a different marking
from the same com pany , Erast us Com ing, on an 1852 cover which reads "CHARGE E.C . &
Co. Box 100." These two markings for the same post office box account prove the
interchangea bility of the words "PAID" and "CHARGE" in these markings. Figure 4 depicts
a cover with a blue double circular "GEO. SMITH & CO. CHIC AGO PAID" and red
postmark "CHICAGO ILLS APR 26 3 PAID." Another example of this marking is shown in

Figure 3. Detail of cover with circu lar " CHARGE E.C. & Co BOX 100," postmarked "ALBANY N.Y.
SEP 24," "PAID," and "6" (double weight).
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Figure 4. "GEO. SMITH & CO. CHICAGO PAID" in blue double circle, red "CHICAGO ILLS APR26 3
PAID."

Chicago Postal History by Harvey M. Karlen .
When these auxiliary marking s contain the words "paid" or "charge," the meaning of the

marking should be clear. But the situation is probably more complex. The cover in Figure 5
bears three separate handstamps all in red ink. The postmark is "NEW-YORK OCT 24 PAID
3 cts" (1853). There is also a "PAID" in an arc configuration and an oval "LAW OFFICE
MAGAZINE." I think both the "PAID" and the oval were struck to inform the postmaster to
charge the postage to the account of the Law Office Magazine. But how many commercial
handstamps have been interpreted just as comer cards? On another subject were hotel
handstamps adverti sing marks to denote forwardin g of mail such as vessel-named steamboat
handstamps, or were some of these markings intended to charge the postage to the hotel? I
think most hotel markings were forwarders markings or simple comer cards for advertising ,
but many markings considered to be simple sender's address handstamps may not have been
for that purpose. There is one oval marking from the Weddell House in Cleveland, Ohio ,
which reads "PAID CHARGE WEDDELL HOUSE. " I list another from the Astor House in
New York which contains the word "paid ."

At the time of my previous articles I was aware of manuscript notations on a few covers

Figure 5. Red oval "LAW OFFICE MAGAZINE," "PAID," postmarked "NEW-YORK OCT24 PAID 3
ets.," post office box marking with separate "paid" handstamp.
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Figure 6. "PAID WESTERN BANK" post office box marking, 5 cent brown with red grid, "SPRING
FIELD Ms . SEP 14."

with 1847 stamps , but I was unaware of any hands tamped examples. In Figure 6 is a cover
bearing a 5 cent 1847 stamp with a red grid , a town postmark "SPRINGFIELD Ms. SEP 14"
(1850) and a red two line handstamp above the stamp "PAID WESTERN BANK. " The cover
has a Philatelic Foundation certificate . This cover proves that the postmaster at Springfield
debited a post office account for the postage and paid that postage with a stamp. In Figure 7 is
the identical handstamp on a March 13, 1850, letter from the bank that was sent stampless
with an unclear PAID 5 circular postmark of the same town . The pair of covers illustrates
quite nicely the transitional period when stamps were an option that did not save the sender
any money.

Figure 7. "PAID WESTERN BANK" post office box marking with 1850 stampless cover usage.

A second more dramatic usage with the 1847 issue of stamps is shown in Figure 8. There
is a bold red double oval "CYRUS W. FIELD & Co. NEW-YORK" and an unusual "Paid."
at the lower left in the same ink. The stamp is tied by the typical grid and the postmark reads
"NEW-YORK MAY 22" (1851) . This is a second example of a commercial handstamp used
with a separate "Paid" hands tamp for the charge to a box usage.

In Table 1 listed alphabetically by the town oforigin are the handstamped post office box
charge usages that I have recorded . Most have been illustrated in this article or one of the
references. It seems worthy of note that I have not seen the usage with either 3 cent 1851 or
1857 stamps. The latest usage recorded is 1854.
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TABLE 1
HANDSTAMPED CHARGE BOX MARKINGS

Albany, N.Y. (1853): "CITY BANK ALBANY PAID" in black oval.
Albany, N.Y. (1850): "PAID E C & Co. BOX 100" in black circle.
Albany, N.Y. (1852): "CHARGE E.C. & Co BOX 100" in black circle.
Albany, N.Y . (1851-2): "MECHANICS & FARMERS BANK PAID" in red or blue double circle.
Albany, N.Y. (1852): "Paid, 71, B.P.J." in red straight line.
Brooklyn, N.Y. (1835-6): "CHARGED" in red straight line.
Buffalo, N.Y. (1850): "DRAWER C PAID" in red circle .
Buffalo, N.Y. (1851): "PAID PATCHIN BANK" in black frame.
Catskill, N.Y. (1852): "PAID 34" in two red straight lines.
Chicago, II. (I 850s) "GEO. SMITH & CO. CHICAGO PAID" in double blue circle .
Cleveland, O. (1854): "PAID CHARGE WEDDELL HOUSE" in black oval.
Columbus, O. (1848): "CH . City Bk." in fancy black frame.
Columbus, O. (l840s): "CHARGE C. INS. Co." in black frame.
Coming , N.Y . (1853): "CHARGE W. & T." with star in black circle.
Jackson, Ms. (1862): "CHARGED TO BOX" in blue shield.
Meridian, Ct. (1854): "PAID M. B'K" in red frame.
Newburgh, N.Y. (1846): "PAID BOX 33" (ms. 38) in red straight line.
New York, N.Y . (1842): "ASTOR HOUSE PAID" in red circle.
New York, N.Y. (1851): "CYRUS W. FIELD & Co. NEW-YORK" in red oval and red "Paid."
New York, N.Y. (1853): "LAW OFFICE MAGAZINE" in red oval and red "PAID."
New York, N.Y. (1843): "CHARGED" in red straight line.
Springfield, Ms. (1850): "PAID WESTERN BANK" in two red straight lines.
Watertown, N.Y. (1845): "Chg. B. & R. M'k" red oval.
Winnsborough, S.C. (1862): "CHARGE 64" in red straight line with shaded letters.

Figure 8. "CYRUS W. FIELD & Co. NEW-YORK" in red oval, "Paid.," separate post office box
handstamps. The 5 cent orange brown stamp is tied red square grid, "NEW-YORK MAY 22"
(1851 I.

The well-known Croton Mills circular is nothing more than a printed charge to post
office box usage. An example shown in Figure 9 bears the blue illustrated "CROTON MILLS
PAID" and "Cir" with a red "NEW-YORK OCT 7 PAID 3 cts" (1850). The contents are a
printed circular for flour bearing a little picture of the factory at the top of the letter.

CONFEDERATE USAGES

For reasons now unknown, the charge usages for post office box accounts were revived
during the Civil War in the South. I can speculate that the reason for the resumption of post
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Figure 9. " CROTON MILLS PAID" and " Cir." printed post office box and circular markings in blue,
red "NEW-YORK OCT 7 PAID 3 cts " (1850).

office charge accounts was the relative scarci ty of specie. The charge accounts allowed the
postage to accumulate so it could be paid with paper money. There was a certain discretion
left to the postmasters to arrange how postage was to be paid. Postmasters were paid by
commissions on letters they handled plus the box-rents; therefore the box-rents were
important as a source of income for the local postmasters. Charging postage to box accounts
encouraged the rental of such boxes . It can be thought of as a type of cred it account.

Quite a few manuscript examples have been seen from different states . As I previously
described , there is even one printed semi-official comer card "O fficial Business General
Hospital , C .S. A. No. I Post at Lynchbu rg , Va." and Charge Box 25 ." In Figure 10 is a
hand-stamped "C HARGE 64" in red shaded letters which was also initialed by the box
holder , W. R. R. As with all charge box covers, the postage is prepaid . The markings are
"WINNSBOROUGH S.C . 10 JAN ," "PAID," and "5," all in black (1862) .

"'"f

t

Figure 10. "CHARGE 64" in red straight line, post office box notation initialed by sender, black
"WINNSBOROUGH S.C. 10 JAN," "PAID," and "5" .

CHARGED USAGES

As was stated at the beginnin g of this article , "charged" usages are very different from
"charge" usages . For one thing all such charged notations are postal markings , applied by the
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receiving postmaster and are never private in origin. And the second important point is that all
of these covers were sent unpaid. They are also much more scarce than prepaid charge to box
usages.

Certainly the earliest example of this type of cover is a stampless cover with a "N . York
May 12" (1793) straight line and ms. " 10" to Gilbert Livingston , Esq., Poughkeepsie Town
with the notation "Mr. Towers will please forward this to its address immediately - charge
the postage to H. G. Livingston. " This cover, which was shown to the writer by Henry
Chlanda , bears no formal postal notations by the Poughkeepsie postmaster, but it documents
the existence of charge accounts at this early date.

Figure 11. ·Chd" blue manuscript postal marking on unpaid stampless cover, blue ·PHILADEL
PHIA Pa. MAR 26 M and ·18 3/4.M

The "charged" marking by the postmaster is easy to miss. In Figure II is a cover with
blue "PHILADELPHIA PA. MAR 26," ms. "single," and " 18%." There is a notation "chd"
which signifies the charged usage against the account of Captain S. B. Wilson. The notation
at the upper right appears to be a docket mark .

Figure 12. ·ChdM manuscript postal marking to be charged to post office account, red "BOSTON
Ms. MAR 1" and ·MACHIAS Me. MAR 4" on forwarded cover.

The cover in Figure 12 originated at Boston and bears a red "BOSTON Ms. MAR I"
(1837) and " 18%" in red manuscript. It was forwarded from "MACHIAS Me MAR 4" to an
unknown destination with I0 cents additional postage due . The total postage due was 283/4
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cents which was charged to the addressee ' s account per the large manuscript "chd" which
covers the original rating mark . The "4" in the Maine postmark, the "chd ," and both the " 10"
and "28%" all are in the same color ink so evidently the addressee had directed his mail to be
temporarily forwarded to a different destination in Maine .

Mr. Henry Chlanda also described to me another 1838 cover from Burlington, Vermont,
to Milton, Vermont, which bore the notation "Chd at Milton Office Geo Ayers P.M."

Figure 13. "Chgd" manuscript marking on paid forwarded cover from Plainfield, Connecticut.

Another cover (Figure 13) is more complicated. This is an 1841 printed circular for olive
oil mailed during the period before there were lower postal rates for circulars. The postmark
is "NEW-YORK AUG 3" and "PAID" in red, ms. " 12W' with the address to a company at
Plainfield, Connecticut. The cover bears at the upper left in manuscript "Plainfield, Ct. Augt.
5 fd Central Village," also "fd 6" in upper right comer and "Paid" all in the same ink. There is
a ms. "Chgd" in blue ink at the top of the cover. My analysis is that the addressee had
arranged with the postmaster at Plainfield to forward his mail and to charge the postage
against his post office account. This is a charged usage on forwarded mail. Thus although all
the postmarks indicate prepayment, there is still a charged notation .

Figure 14. "CHARGED" in red straight line applied in Brooklyn, New York, red "LOUISVILLE KY.
OCT 17" and ms. "25."
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Handstamped "CHARGED" notations were applied at a few post offices. The only type
I have actually seen is one from Brooklyn, New York. In Figure 14 is a cover with red
"LOUISVILLE KY . OCT 17" and ms. "25" to Brooklyn, New York, where it received a red
"CHARGED" (in a red different from the postmark) and was charged to the recipient' s post
office box account. Another exam ple of this usage is a cover with red "TUSCUMBIA Ala.
MAY 10" (1836) , ms. "25," and "CHARGED" at Brooklyn, New York. Calvet Hahn
described several other examples dated September I835-November 1836. He also illustrated
a cover bearing a slightly larger "CHARGED" handstamp , apparently applied at New York
in 1843.

The unique "CHARGED TO BOX" in blue shield of Jackson, Mississippi , is the only
Confederate charged usage that has been recorded , handstamped or manuscript.

The author wishes to record any other handstamped markings by the receipt of
photocopies.
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U.S. CARRIERS

ROBERT MEYERSBURG, Editor
MANCHESTER, N. H., CARRIER SERVICE
DONALD B. JOHNSTONE

Manchester, N. H., located adjacent to the Merrimack River , is a manufacturing city ,
and is one of two cities in that state that operated a carrier service during the carrier fee period
prior to 1863. The other New Hampshire city was Nashua. Manchester , a coalition of three
communities, Piscataquog, Amoskeag , and Manchester Centre , became a city in 1846 with a
population of 10,000 , boasting of eleven miles of roads.

The 1836 Postal Laws and Regulations provided for the appointment of carriers within
cities that would benefit the general public , both in the conveyance of letter mail to the post
office, as well as the delivery of mail to patrons who wished to pay for the service.

At the time Elliott Perry and I discussed the carrier service of Manchester, neither of us
had ever seen evidence of this service in the form of letter mail markings. Recently, a
stampless cover came to my attention which appears to have been delivered to the addressee
in Manchester for a fee of 2¢. This prompted me to look again into the history of the post
office and the carrier activity of this city.

Figure 1. Daniel W. Lane, who was Manchester's first "penny post" in his youth.

The postmasters during the carrier fee period in Manchester were:
Warren Lane appointed by President Polk in 1845
James Hersey appointed by President Taylor in 1849
Thomas Pierce appointed by President Pierce in 1853
David Clarke appointed by President Lincoln in 1861

The post office carriers during this period were:
Daniel Lane 1845-49
Joel Taylor 1849-55
Nathan Pierce 1855-57
James Hazen 1857-60
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Joel Taylor 1860-61
Joseph Ferren 1861-

Joseph Ferren continued as a carrier long after the fee system was discontinued in 1863.
It wasn't until 1864 that the post office provided two carriers.

A few observations gleaned from the records prompt the following comments. Daniel
Lane is shown in Figure I at the age of 67. He was 16 years of age when he became
Manchester's first "Penny postman" in 1845, the very same year his father, Warren Lane,
became postma ster. When Warren Lane left his postmastership and became mayor in 1849,
Daniel Lane was replaced as the carrier by a local printer named Joe l Taylor. He served until
he became the city clerk in 1855, but returned as the carrier in 1860. Reminiscences
published during the semi-centennial celebration of the city in 1896 suggest that Taylor had
been very active in acquiring patron s for mail delivery. Thomas Pierce became postmaster in
1853, having been appointed by his cousin , President Franklin Pierce, a native New
Hampshire son , and the carrier that same year became Nathan Pierce. Such are some of the
interesting anecdotes of the spoils system that was so extensive in political appointments.
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Figure 2. Letter of 1850 w ith 5C postage plus 2Ccarrier delivery collect in Manchester, N.H.

Sections 135-137 of the P.L. R. at this period authorized the carriers to charge 2¢ for the
delivery of each letter to patrons and V2¢ for each newspaper. These charges were in addition
to the regular postage . The rate for the letters was reduced to I¢ in 1860. The carriers were
authorized to pick up and deliver mail to the post office at I¢ per letter. Whether or not
collection boxes were in use at that time in Manchester is not known .

The letter illustra ted in Figure 2 was posted in Royalton, Vermont, on January 8, 1850,
and was addressed to a Miss Deborah Hibbard in Manchester , N.H. There is no street address
shown, but she was undoubtedly known to the carrier , Joel Taylor , as a person willing to pay
him 2¢ for the delivery of her letters. The regular postage of 5¢ was collect , so she paid the
carrier a total of 7¢ . This is the only Manchester-addressed cover known to me with a carrier
rate marking. Perhaps this article will be responsible for turning up others .

Portion s of the above information were obtained from publications made at the time of
the city's fiftieth birthday in 1896. Willey ' s book is especially helpfu l, as it contain s a chapter
devoted to the history of the post office.
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THE 1851-61 PERIOD

THOMAS J . ALEXANDER, Editor
A POSSIBLY UNIQUE EXPERIMENTAL O.B. BLOCK
WITH COMMENTS ON THE THREE CENT EXPERIMENTAL O.B. COLOR

JEROME S. WAGSHAL

Pictured in Figure I is an unused block of S2. I Although it shows only a part of the top
sheet margin , it is actua lly a comer block, being positions 1-2; 11-12Ll L

.

The notew orth y featu re of this block is its co lor, which is Experimental Orange Brown .
It has been examined by our Society ' s preem inent co lor expert in this area, Dr. Wilbur F.
Amonette , who has stated that "This is a very fine exa mple of this rare color."

Figure 1. Unused block of four
of 3C. in experimental orange
brown color.

As far as I am aware, there is no other unused exa mple of an Experimental Orange
Brown stamp known , and further , there is no other known block of this color , either used or
unused . Neither my person al records of unusual classic pieces nor the records of several other
students of the Three Cent stamp with whom I have communicated co ntain any information
of an unused Experim ental Orange Brown stamp or of any used multipl e larger than a pair.
Thomas J . Alexander, Editor of this sec tion of The Chronicle. whose record s of unusual
classic pieces are we ll known for their depth , has no record of any such piece. Dr. Amonette,
also a careful record keep er of the Three Cent stamp, writes , " I have a pair or two used. Yours
is the only unu sed co py I have eve r see n - much less in a block of4 ." Similar responses have
been received from other know ledgeable students.

For those readers unfam iliar with the Exper imental Orange Brown co lor, the report of
this possibly unique block present s an appropriate opportunity to pull together some of the
facts about this rare co lor, including its nature and the history of its recognition by the
philatel ic community .

I . For those who may have forgotten, 5 I and 52 are the shorthand terms for Scott Nos. 10 and II ,
respective ly. 5 I and 52 will be used interchangeably with the Scott numbers for ease of expressio n.
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I. The Nature of the Experimental Orange Brown

Experimental Orange Brown is a near-orange brown co lor produ ced in the last quarter of
1851. Th e stamps in this color come only from Plate I Late .

Th is summary statement does not adequately explain the importance of the Experimen
tal Oran ge Brown . It is far more than one of the many interestin g color varieties of the Three
Cent 1851 issue .

The facts about the Three Cent stamp indicate that the Experimental Orange Brown
represent s a series of trial print ings in the course of the most important change in the history of
this issue . Some aspec ts of this change are obvious, but others are clouded in mystery which
still cha llenges students of the issue .

Both the fact s and the unanswered questions surrounding the Experiment al Orange
Brown have to be hung on the framework of the ea rliest known dates of use of the early Three
Cent plates . Accord ing ly , for easy reference , these dates are presented here r'

Earliest Known Date of Use
Plate In Chronological Order
I Early I July 1851 (First Day)
I Intermediate 12 Jul y 1851
5 Early 19 Jul y 1851
2 Early 23 Jul y 1851
o 8 Sep tembe r 1851
I Late 4 Oc tober 185 1/exp . O.B .
2 Late 12 Ja nuar y 1852
3 15 January 1852
5 Late 3 Septem ber 1855

A. The Mystery of Plate 1 Intermediate

A question which is wo rth exploring because it may be re lated to the issues of the
Experimental Orange Brown is why Plate I Interm ediate was produced .

The process which produced Plate I Intermediate was no idle doodle like the recutting of
the bust of 47R6 but rath er extensive work deliberately undertaken . The plate had to be
softened, re-entered and hardened , a process which had to have taken seve ral days at least. 3

Although it is impossible to establish the lag per iod between the time when this occ urred and
the date of the earl iest known use from th is plate ( 12 Jul y 1851 ) it appears prob able that the
reworking which resulted in Plate I Interm ed iate was per form ed after the Three Cent stamp
was issued on 1Jul y 1851 , and while no other Three Cent plate was ava ilable for manufacture
of the stamps of the three cent value. Jud ging from their earlies t known dates of use , Plates 5
Early and 2 Earl y may have come on strea m about a week later.

Accordingly, the question is raised as to why the Toppan firm may have cho sen to shut
down manufacturin g of the Three Cent stamps and rework the onl y available plate of this
denomination. Dr. Ch ase states that the purp ose was " to deepen the impressions on the plate
which , when it was first made , had been entered too lightl y ...4 However, this is not a very
satisfac tory explanation for several reasons . Dr. Chase himself acknow ledges that if this was
the purp ose it "was a failure , impressions from the intermedi ate state show ing no more
evid enc e of depth than those from the ea rly state ...5 Furth erm ore , considering the overall

2. No change in these dates has been reported since they were presented at page x of the Foreword by
Thom as J . Alexand er to the 1975 Quarterm an repr int of Ca rro ll Chase , The 3¢ Stamp of the United States
1851-1857 Issue (Rev . ed . 1942), hereinafter cited as "Chase, p. _ ." These dat es were also reported in
Alexander , Simp son 's U. S. Postal Mark ings 185/ -6/ (/979), at page 387 .

3. See the descript ion of the process of side rog raphy in Ashbroo k, The United States One Cent Stamp
of / 85/ -/857 (19 38), Vol. I , at page 26 et seq.

4 . Ch ase , p. 88 .
5. /d . at pp . 88-89.
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sloppiness of the Toppan firm 's work, the idea of that firm interrupting the production of the
most heavily used denomination to achieve an aesthetically more satisfying product does not
seem to fit.

In short, there appears to have been some serious, and as yet unidentified problem with
Plate I Early and/or the ink being used on it , so significant as to require the interruption of
stamp manufacture and the reworking of what may have been the only plate then in use . Was
this problem related to the general problem of the orange brown plates as discussed below,
and thus to the Experimental Orange Brown stamps?

B. The Mysterious Problem of the Orange Brown Plates Generally

For purposes of discussion , let us put aside for later consideration the conversion of
Plate I Intermediate to its late state and the contemporaneous production of the Experimental
Orange Brown, and deal only with the other plates involved in the change from S I to S2 .

The one fact that leaps out of the page when considering the history of the change from
S I to S2 is the peculiar contamination or lack of utility which apparently attached to all
orange brown plates when the Toppan firm came to the point of producing non-orange brown
stamps ..

Not one of the orange brown plates was deemed fit for use in S2 production. In
chronological order of their use as orange brown plates: Plate 5 Early was shelved for almo st
four years when S2 production was begun, and when it was finally taken off the shelf in the
latter part of 1855 , it was reworked before being put into use . Plate 2 Early was reworked into
its late state before being used for S2 production. Plate 0 was permanently retired, never to be
heard from again when its use for orange brown manufacture ended. And Plate 3, an entirely
new plate, was manufactured for use in S2 production .

Strange behavior for a firm so thrift y that , in produ cing the One Cent stamp, after
making a fundamental error in spacing on its initial attempt and incompletely erasing the
entries , it turned the plate upside down , and reused it.

It should also be emphasized that although there are a few very rare examples of stamps
from Plates 2 Late and 3 in a color within the orange brown family, there is no known
example of the reverse , that is , a stamp from anyone of the oran ge brown plates (I
Intermediate, 5 Early , 2 Early , or 0) having been produ ced in an S2 color.

In short, it seems some awful deficiency or impurity existed on the orange brown plates
which precluded them from being used to produce S2 stamps, at least without being
annealed , reworked and rehardened . It is as if purification by fire had to be employed to make
the orange brown Three Cent plates fit for use in the manufacture of S2 stamps. What was this
terrible lack of utility?

In view of the color changes which are central to the subject, it is difficult to conceive
that the problem lay anywhere but in the pigment used in the printing ink.

Based on present knowledge, the finger of fault point s to the vermillion pigment.
According to Dr. Chase , the ink used in producing SI stamps was made up of two pigment s:
Veneti an red , which accounted for 80 percent or more of the pigment , and vermillion , in an
amount of just under 20 percent. 6 Dr . Chase quote s another authority as stating that the
addition of vermill ion produced "orange tones and smoother impressions," presumably, the
orange brown color. Used alone , the Venetian red produced printin gs which "vary con
siderably in shade and tone which is to be expected from the nature of the pigment. Even the
best qualities of this color make an ink with which it is diffi cult to print , and poorer
impressions and more brownish shades are obtained from the lower qualities. " According to
Dr. Chase ' s quoted expert , Venetian red came in "several hues, browni sh red to red , but they
are all characteristicall y murk y . . . ."

6. [d. at pp. 154-155 . All quotations in this paragraph come from the cited pages in Dr. Chase's book.
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The conclusions which follow, and the reasoning leading to them , are based for the most
part on the ass umption that these statements are correct , that:

• The characteristic and pecu liar quality of the ora nge brown stamps was created by the
addition of vermillion to the ink formula;

• The co lor var iations in ora nge brown stamps were created , e ither entirely or for the
most part , by the wide range of color variations characteristic of Venet ian red pigment ;

• The non- orange brown stamps were created by the deletion of the vermillion pigment
from the ink formul a; and

• The wide range of co lors in S2 stam ps, from brownish carmines through the various
dull and ora nge reds to the clarets and other S2 co lors all,can be attri buted to the wide range of
color variations characteristic of Venetian red pigment , used without vermillion. "

If any of these premi ses are inva lid, the conclusions which follow will of course be
corresponding ly flawed .

Eve n if the above co nclusio ns are correct , they lead onl y to the further question , as to
why it was considered necessary or desirable to delete the vermillion from the Three Cent ink
formula . A respected Three Ce nt student, DeVere Card, suggested that the vermillion "may
have been thought co rrosive to the plate ; or .. . be ing imported from England, this pigment
. .. may have been abandoned in the interest of econorny.:" Neither of these explanations
would appear to fit the fac ts .

The idea that the vermillion was deleted " in the interest of eco nomy" does not explain
the co mplete change of plates that marked the transition from S I to S2 product ion. If all that
was invo lved in the S I-S2 cha nges was an effort to utili ze a less expensive pigment, the
thr ifty Topp an firm wo uld not have accompanied the switch by reworking plates I and 2,
abando ning Plates 5 and 0, and manu facturing Plate 3 as part of the process of change. The
ink without vermillion would simp ly have been used on the existing plates , l ', 2",5" and O.
Furthermore , when Plate 5 was taken off the shelf for re-u se in 1855, although the Toppan
firm left the rust pits which had formed on the plate dur ing its yea rs of storage, the plate was
neverth eless reworked for S2 production , an action identica l to that done durin g the 1851-52
transition for Plates I and 2. In short, although economy may have been a consideration, the
evidence is co nvinc ing that the probl em which required the creation of different plates as part
of the S l-to-S2 change was physical in nature , at least in some significant aspect.

However, Card ' s alternative suggestion, that the vermillion "may have been thought
corros ive to the plate ," is also co ntradicted by the facts . Dr. Ch ase spec ifica lly noted that
none of the S I plates showed any signs of wear during its period of use. 9 If the orange brown
ink with its vermi llion co mponent was corrosive, some ev ide nce of this corrosive action
should have bee n left in the form of impressions on S I stamps.

Perhaps the answer to the probl em lies in the stateme nt quoted in the Chase book 10 that

Printings with stra ight Venetian red vary considerably in shade and tone which is to be
expected from the nature of the pigment. Even the best qualities of this color make an ink with
which it is diffi cult to print . . . (Emphasis added).

It may have been that , as Ca rd suggests, the Toppan firm wanted to abando n the vermillion
pigment because of cos t cons iderations, only to find that the S I plates did not print
satisfac torily with ink compose d of straight Venetian red. The projected savings may, in the
Toppan firm ' s judgment , have ju stifi ed the expense of ex tensive plate work . Thu s, the

7. For comments on the wide variety of colors produced by Venet ian red pigment , see Chase, p. 154;
and D. Card, "So me Thoughts About the Co lors of the 3¢ 1851 (S I and S2) Stamp," The Chronicle 48:6 at p.
7, paragraph 3 (October , 1964).

8. D. Card, supra . n. 7, at p. 67.
9. Chase, p . 86 (as to Plate I Early) ; p. 89 (as to Plate I Interm ed iate); p. 93 (as to Plate 2 Early); p . 98

(as to Plate 0) ; and p. 117 (as to Plate 5 Early).
10 . Chase, p. 154 .
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re-entry of the old plates and the manufacture of the new Plate 3 may have been done to
deepen the impressions on the plates so they could print from straight Venetian red . This, as
well as the effect of the absence of vermillion in S2 inks, would account for the general
difference in impression between S I and S2 stamps . Perhaps an expert on printing inks may
provide a more informed explanation, but this is the only one which seems to square with the
facts thus far known.

C. The Role of the Experimental Orange Brown in the Orange Brown Mystery

The known facts about the Experimental Orange Brown fit neatly into the overall
SI-to-S2 history . As previously noted, the Experimental Orange Brown was produced only
from Plate 1 Late. The earl iest known date of Plate I Late is October 4, 1851, and the earliest
printings from this plate were in Experimental Orange Brown . Thus, it appears that some
time towards the end of September, 1851, the Toppan firm decided to experiment with a
change from the standard orange brown color. While continuing to produce orange brown
stamps from the other S I plates , the Toppan firm selected Plate I for its experiments ,
reworked the plate to facilitate these experiments, and for about a month or so, in October
1851, produced the Experimental Orange Brown .

The colors of the Experimental Orange Brown family appear to confirm these thoughts .
These colors will be discussed in greater detail in the next section . For present purposes,
however, it should be stated that the "experiment" which gives the "Experimental Orange
Brown" its name appears to have involved production of the Three Cent stamp with some
vermillion, but in drastically reduced amounts, and these amounts varied to some extent,
thereby producing the variations within the Experimental Orange Brown family of colors .
These variations may also have been the product in part of the variable Venetian red pigment,
as previously noted.

If the above conclusions are correct, there are still a number of unanswered questions:
• Why did the Toppan firm experiment with attempting to retain some vermillion in the

ink formula? If the objective was economy, why not begin with experiments leaving out the
vermillion entirely, which is where the experimenters apparently ended up?

• Why was an extended experiment required? If the problem was seeing whether the
reworked Plate I Late would take the ink, could this have not been determined simply by a
few trial sheets?

• Why was the experiment deemed a failure, or at least unsatisfactory, in that the
Experimental Orange Brown was not accepted for regular production? Was it merely that the
experimenters went on to try to use Venetian red without vermillion and, finding this worked,
then omitted the vermillion entirely?

Perhaps the answers to these questions will never be found , but the fact that they are
being asked may be a service in pointing out the need for further research.

Despite the nagging existence of unanswered questions, there is one important con
clusion which appears to be justified from the facts which are known . The distinction
between orange brown and non-orange brown stamps is a basic one in the study of the Three
Cent stamp. This distinction appears to be more fundamental than any of the color variations
within either the S1 or S2 color families because the distinction between S I and S2 was
caused by the discontinuance of the use of vermillion pigment in the printing ink and the
resulting necessity (a necessity created by unknown reasons) of changing to an entirely new
or reworked set of plates . All other color differences within either the S I or S2 groups can be
attributed to variations in the differing batches of the Venetian red pigment (and possibly in
the vermillion in the case of S I stamps, or variations in the other standard ingredients of the
ink which were not as absolute or drastic as the discontinuance of the vermillion pigment).
None of these other color variations required the extreme accompaniment of a new set of
plates as did the S I-to-S2 change. Thus, the categorization of the Three Cent stamp in Scott's
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Specialized into Nos. 10 and II is co nsistent with the peculi ar history and characteristics of
this stamp.

The Experiment al Orange Brown can be recognized in th is setting as an important
bridge between the two major catego ries, a point developed more fully in a later section .

D. The Experimental Orange Brown Color

In attem pting to describe the appearance of the Experiment al Orange Brown , we run
into the fam iliar probl em of the difficu lty of convey ing the quality of color in words .
However , some assis tance can be give n the interested reader , part icularly one who has
working knowledge of the principal ca tegories of S I and S2 co lors.

If one starts with a goo d, standard orange brown stamp - not one very reddish or pale
yellow or rust co lored (copper) , but a standard S I - the Experimental Oran ge Brown will
appea r to be similar "but not quit e there ." It is a little off in shade , toward a standard S2 color ,
and the quality of impression will not be as goo d. The fine lines of the design will not show as
cleanl y or as sharply printed . The stamp itself must plate to Plate I Late . As previously noted ,
there are some rare early uses of Plates 2 Late and 3 which are also in the orange brown
family , sufficiently to fall within that color category. Howe ver , Dr. Amonette considers
these to be "accidental printings ," and indicates that to his eye none of these stamps exactly
match the Experiment al Orange Brown from Plate I Late. II His description of the Experi
mental Oran ge Brown is as follows: 12

The experi mental ora nge brow n shade appeared in early Octobe r 1851 when Plate I Late
was put into use with the earliest know n date of use being October 4, 1851. Th is color was used
for only a sho rt time for the brow nish carmine co lor appeared at least as early as November
1851. Th is color varies from pale to deep and is slightly different from the true O. B. shade .
Some of the shades are very bright due to more ora nge co lor [vermillion?]. There is also a dull
shade that is rather distinctive and rates a separate classification. The re is very little orange in
this shade and it is qui te rare . Some of the experimental orange brown shades are close to the
browni sh carmi nes , however . unless from a cover used in 185 1 it is diffic ult to place a stamp in
this classification so it is best to use only typical examples.

E. The Rarity of the Experimental Orange Brown

In concluding this section, a few co mments about rarity (not market value) are
appropriate . Since the Th ree Ce nt 1851 stamp is the most co mmon of the imperforate U. S.
classics, with even elementary collections of rank beginners having at least one doggy
creased copy as the only example of the pre-perforated U. S. issues , colle ctor s tend to
overlook how eas ily one can slip from ordinary to super-rarity in these early stamps throu gh
the factors of unused status , co lor, and multiple pieces . Addressing eac h of these briefly:

Unused Statu s: The phil atelic market has , I believe , increasingly recogni zed that the
very early imperforate classics , even those that are relatively abundant as used singles, are
rare in unused form . To illustrate the increasing understanding of this point , consider that the
Scott' s Specialized in 1967 , twent y yea rs ago , valued an unused No . 10 at about 14 time s that
of a used copy, now , twent y yea rs later, the 1987 Scott Specialized values an unused No . 10
at 24 times a used co py . Similarly , an unused No . II was valued at about 9 times that of a
used copy in 1967 , and is valued at just under 18 times a used copy in 1987. These 1987
figures become even more significant when one considers that the collec ting fashion in the
past twenty years has tended towards postal history , and thus used stamps.

The proportions set out in the precedin g paragraph also indicate a co ntinued recogniti on

I I. W. Amonette , "Color Stud y of the Three-Ce nt Stamp of The United States 1851-57 Issue ," The
Chronicle 78:85 at pp. 86-87 (May 1973) . The author regards this article as the best verbal discourse on the
colors of the Three Ce nt stamp that has ever been publi shed , and because references will be frequently made
to it , it will be cited herei n simply as " A rnonette, p. _ ."

12. Amo nette , p. 86
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by the philatelic market that the unused No. 10 is much more rare relative to a used copy than
is the unused No . II , although this difference is narrowing. In the case of both the orange
brown and the No. 11's, most uncancelled singles probably were on covers which escaped
cancellation and, in this "age of innocence," when the collectability of these artifacts was
unrecogni zed , the few unused multiples were mos t likely items tucked away in some desk or
other out-of-the-way place and forgotten. Of course, these observations do not apply with
equal force to the per forated issues , where remainders were left as a result of the Civil War
and demonetization .

Color: The rarity of early U. S. unused imperfo rates is exponentially increase d when
one deals with rare shades . One of the best guides to the rarity of co lors of the Th ree Cent
1851 is found in Dr. Amonette ' s 1973 Chronicle article. 13 There, worki ng on a scale from I
(common) to 8 (most rare), Dr. Amonette grades the Experimental Orange Brown at 5 , with
the dull versio n at 6 . In the No . II plates , these rarity values are exceeded only by the 1856
pinkish (8), the 1856 orange brown (8), 1857 plum (8), and the 1851-52 Plates 2 Late and 3
orange brown s (7). If there are any unused exa mples of these rare colors (exce pt for one
unused plum), this author has not heard of them , nor have those with whom he has consulted .

Multiple Pieces: The fact that the 1851-57 Three Cent stamp was issued durin g the
philatel ic "age of innoc ence ," as noted above in conn ection with the discussion of unused
status, is of course also relevant to the rarity of the multiple pieces. In the case of S I , the
largest block of which 1 have a reco rd is from Plate 5 Early , "a mint block of thirt y-n ine
stamps, (the four right vertic al rows complete, excepting for 7R5c , showi ng the sheet margin
on three sides ."!" Dr. Chase, although norm ally a very matter -of-fact writer , could not
contain him self in reporting the ex istence of this block , and stated , " It seems to me very
remarkable that any such block of ora nge- brow n stamps should be in exis tence ." 15 When one
conside rs that the face va lue of this block, $ 1. 17, was considerab le in 1851 and that the
possessor not only had ten yea rs in which to use it , but also a period thereafter in which to
redeem it for the next issue , survival of such a block is, as Dr. Chase noted , "ve ry
remarkable ." One ca n only hope that some philatelic vanda l bent on short term profit has not
cut it up since Dr. Chase wrote of its existence .

My records indicate the existe nce of three full sheets of S2, 16 and again one can only
hope that they will be permitted to remain intact by responsible owners .

As for used multipl es , the largest S 1 multiples of which I have a reco rd are strips of nine
and seve n and blocks and strips of six . !? The largest used 5 2 mult iple is a block of
twenty-four, and this one is presently safe from desecration .

Of course S 1 and 5 2 eac h were obviously issued in greater quantit ies than the
Experimental Orange Bro wn . Thu s, the exis tence of an unused block of four of the
Experimental Oran ge Brown , used or unused , when co nsidered in relation to the few
surviving multiples of 5 I and 5 2, becomes a remarkable fact and one of philatelic impor
tance . That it appears to be uniqu e is not surprising and confirms its philatelic importance .

Please turn to page 109

13. Amonette , pp. 90-9 1.
14. Chase, p. 117.
15. /d.
16. See Siege l 1966 Rarity Sale, lots 34 and 35; Siegel 1979 Rarity Sale, lot 39.
17. See report of Cabeen Collecti on at The Chronicle 15:7 (October 20 , 1952) for record of strips of

nine and seven and one block of six. See Siege l 6/28/43 sale, lot 138 for sale of another block of six. See The
Chronicle 29:8 (October 20, 1957 ) for report of strip of six, 71-76R IE, plus pair on cover to England. See
The Chronicle 12:4 (December 10, 1951) for report of three S I strips of six, one of which was combinedw ith
multiples of four and two to make a reconstructed block of twelve .
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The Walter C. Klein Collection of
United States Stamps and Covers

. .

-'?:?~~~-~~-

1860 cover fro m La Por te , California to Fra nce , with 5c Brown type II (30A)
block of four (strip of three on back ) tied by 'O verl and' han dstarnp , ex Ma lcolm.

The Walter C. Klein Co llection
co mprises one of th e most varied and
spec tac ula r se lections of U nited Stat es
postage sta mps , essays , pr oofs , blocks
and cover s ever offe red fo r sa le a t
auction . T he co llectio n will be so ld in a
se ries o f five sa les in New York between
June 1988 and March 1989 , for an
expected total realization of more th an
$2 .5 million .

Beginning in 1842 with the New York
City Despat ch Post issues and endi ng

with 1940s commem oratives, th e Klein
Co llec tion displ ays outsta nding exa mples
of ea rly pro ofs, exceptio na lly fine unused
and used postage sta mps , covers chosen
for th eir rarity and eye-appea l, and

. blocks of four or more sta mps . Within the
entire coll ecti on are two main sub
collection s: the blocks- on e of th e fines t
co llections of its kind eve r asse mbled
and a study of the 1856-68 Five-cent
Jefferson issues.

continued



The collector, Walter C. Klein , was
born in New York Cit y in 1918, the yea r
of the first U .S. airmail sta mp. A
graduate of Harvard College , Mr. Klein
is Chairman of Bunge Corporation of
New York City, on e of the world 's largest
commo dity and food processing firm s.

In the sma ll world of Ameri can
phil ately, there are some who will be
surprised to learn that thi s magni ficent
collection was formed by a person
unknown to the collec ting community.
Like several great collector s of the past ,
Mr. Klein cho se not to publicize his
collectin g and has never exhibite d any
portion of the collection , although such
an exhibit would surely have ea rned
international accla im .

1847 5c Brown (1), block of e ight with
full origina l gum, ex Cas pa ry .

1851 lc Blue type Ia (6) , pair in block of four, ex Hind , Gib son , Ward , Grunin ;
1855 lOc Green type IV ( 16), block of four rec ut position s in block of six,

ex Newbury, Grunin .

A close relationship with Norman
Robinson , a Pennsylvania dealer ,
developed afte r their fortuitou s meeting
in the mid-1960s. Mr. Robinson , a
tru sted friend and advisor, pro vided
valuable informati on abo ut key pieces
and helped to maintain Mr. Klein 's
desired ano nymity by acting as his bu ying
agent. As the collection adva nce d . tim e
was spe nt pati ently wa iting for sales of
impo rta nce , while num erou s minor
offerings were passed by becau se the
rarity and qua lity did not meet
Mr. Klein's high sta nda rds . 185 1 3c Claret (J I) . unused. ex Gr unin.



Amo ng the auctions which figured
prominently in Mr. Klein 's collecting was
the 1968 sale of Josiah K. Lilly's
legendar y collect ion. A ltho ugh the grea t
number of qu ality pieces inspired Mr.
Klein , the man y missed opportunities
later caused him conside ra ble frustration.
In later yea rs, Mr. Klein was fortunate
enough to secure several pieces which
had esca ped him ea rlier.

During the 1970s, Mr. Klein was a
major bu yer in eve ry significant auction.
Num erous item s will be recognizabl e
fro m their place in othe r grea t
collectio ns : Braus's Ban k Notes, Loui s
Grunin 's 1847-69 issues, A. Richard
Enge l's magnificent U .S. (Corinphila,
1975) , Rohl off's classics , the Rob ert
Lehman and A rthur F. Hetherington
collectio ns.

(Top of page): 1856 5c Red Brown (12), 24c ra te cove r
to Sco tland. (Bo ttom): 1857 lOc Gree n type IV (34) in
unu sed block of six, illustrated in Nein ke n, ex Richey,
Moody , Rust , G ru nin . (A t Righ t): 1875 3c Rep rint , 30c
Re- issue .



1880-83 Special Print ings on soft paper (203, 204, 20SC), all ex Engel.

The Klein Coll ection will be offered
according to the sche dule be low:

Pt. One: 19th & 20th Century
June 15-16 , 1988

Pt. Two : 1845-69 Issues
September 1988

Pt. Three: 1870-88 Bank Notes
Octob er-November 1988

Pt. Four: Postal History
March 1989

Pt. Five: 1847-69 Issues
March 1989

The se t of five catalogs may be order ed
in adva nce for $30, rep resenting a $10
savings from the cost of ea ch catalog ($8
individually) . Please se nd check or
money orde r to :

Chris tie's Stamp Dep artment
502 Park Avenue

New York , N.Y . 10022

CHRISTIE'S

···
.· .· .·· .

• • ""~ - : - AIllERIVAN !JAN"'~tUY~COl'IU'''NY.•.•.••..• ~ ••....•••. , ........................•.......•.....................•.•............•.....· . . .... o.
• • ., I· ..
·········.........••·

1893 $1.00 Columbian (241) to p shee t margin block of eight with full origina l gum.



II. History of the Recognition of the Experimental Orange Brown

I have long maintained that Dr. Chase's Three Cent book is the mos t important U. 5 .
philatelic work eve r written, not because of the specific facts and studies reported in it, but
rather because it contai ns the seeds of every subsequent spec ializa tio n in classical philately ,
both in the study of the stamp and in postal history.

Of course th is is true as regards the study of color, as well as all other subjects. Dr. Chase
devoted an entire chapter on " Varieties of Color ." 18 I origi nally thought I had discovered a
significant omission in the fact that in this chapter, Dr. Chase gives a yea r-by-year
description of the colors of the Three Cent stamp and omits mention of the Experimental
Orange Brown .

However , relevant references by Dr. Chase are to be found earlier in his book. In
Chapter IX, dealing with Plate I Late , he notes , "The colors found on sta mps from this plate
range from the late 1851 orange- brown shades, through all of those used in the years 1852,
1853, 1854, and the early part of 1855. ,,19

To understand how this brief reference by Dr. Chase developed into the general
recognition of the Experimental Oran ge Brown that exists today , it is necessary to place the
facts in the context of the increasing ca talog recognition of the oran ge brown color itself as a
major variety .

For decades, the Scott Specialized listed the imperforate Three Cent stamp as No . 33,
and the orange brown was listed as a rare color variety of this number , the subcategory 33b .
Thu s, when Chase wrote about the Experimental Orange Brown in his 1942 revised edition,
the 5 I was only recogn ized by the philatelic community as a color subclassifica tion of No .
II ; its status was analogo us to Scott No. Ic, the 1847 Five Cent red orange and the present
78c , the 24¢ black ish violet of the 1861 series , both of which are high catalog value co lor
var ieties of a more common stamp, but not separa te numbers in them selves.

Durin g 1947-48 , the Specia lized underwent a ge nera l renumberin g in which the Five
Cent 1847 was moved from No. 28 to its rightful place as No . I , and in the ge nera l
renu mberin g the Three Cent imper forate became No. I I , including its rare orange brown
color var iety, which became lIb.

Following the 1947-48 renumbering in Scott, the ora nge brown remained as No . II b for
several yea rs with No . 10 being ass igned to Type IV of the One Ce nt stamp, and No.9 bein g
the One Ce nt Type IIIA.

In 1952, the orange brown was give n its own catalog numb er, No. 10, whi ch it hold s to
this day . Thi s was acco mplished by moving the One Cent Type IIIA back to No. 8A , and the
One Cent Type IV back to No. 9 . Thu s it was at that time that 5 I recei ved full recognition in
the Scott Specialized , and the resultin g appreciation by the philatel ic community as a
separate, major stamp catego ry .

Until 5 I became accepted as a full-fledged classic stamp, separate from 52, the
Experimental Oran ge Brown remained in the shadows as a subca tegory of a subca tegory,
known and appreciated only by the most advanced specia lists . To illustrate its status during
this pre-1952 period , consider a 1948 reference to the Experimental Orange Brown in
Chronicle No. 2.20 In the course of general discussion of 5 I by D. A . Grant , he opin ed that
the ident ificat ion of an 5 I stamp could best be made by platin g to one of the five 5 I plates. He
went on to state:

18 . Chase, pp . 154-156.
19. Chase, p. 90 . In Cha pter XII, p. 100 , dealing with Plate 3, he states: " . .. there is a chance that a small

printing was made from this plate in the year 1851, although no such copy on a dated cover has been seen. Thi s
possibility is mentioned because a very few stamps, undoubtedly from this plate, have been seen which either are
in the color used late in 1851 (an orange-brown shade), or else very close ly resemble it. .. ."

20. D. A.Grant, "The Value of the Ora nge- Brown 3¢ '5 1 (5 II.' The Chronicl e 2:2 at p. 3 (November
15 , 1948).
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The above premi se [identification of S I by plating] does not take into consideration those
unusual item s from the Not-Orange-Brown plates which were printed in a shade of Orange
Brown, such as from Plate I L . Those items are of interest mostly 10 the specialist. and they are
such a minority that they would have little bearing on the above premise. (Emphasis added).

Comparison of this statement with the detail ed discussion of the Experimental Orange
Brown in DeVere Card's article in the October 1964 Chronicle" will give the reader a clear
sense of the increasing recognition of the Experimental Orange Brown during the 1948-1964
period. Incidentally , Card' s reference to "Experimental Orange Brown" in his article is the
first such mention of this term I find in print. Does anyone know of an earlier reference in the
literature about the Three Cent stamp?

After the Card 1964 article , Dr. Amonette ' s definitive 1973 articlev' fully described and
established the Experimental Orange Brown as a significant cla ssic color variety. Surely, by
this time Three Cent specialists had garnered many of these stamps as sleepers and it had to be
clear that the number in ex istence was greater than had originally been supposed .

By 1975 , when Thomas J. Alexander wrote his Foreword to the reprint of the Chase book,
he could state that the "Pa le to deep experimental orange brown" and " Dull experimental
orange brown" were each among the 34 colors which "Students now identify . . . on
imperforate stamps . . . . , >2) The Experimental Orange Brown had come fully of age .

The dichotomous cla ssification of the Three Cent stamp into orange brown and all other
shades has now become established beyond any reasonable likelihood of change . It has been
proposed that the principal Three Cent classification should be based on the recutting of the
inner lines or lack thereof, and the color difference s, including orange brown or non-orange
brown , should be subsumed under each category of such a principal classification. i" This
suggestion draws its logic from the One and Ten Cent stamps, where , in each case , principal
Scott categories are based on the presence of recutt ing . As a matter of logic, however , this
proposal breaks down when compared to the most nearly analogous case, the One Cent
stamp, where the factor of one or two recuts at top and/or bottom is ass igned only a sub-status
within the overall recut category of Scott No.9 , the category which encompasses all recut
One Cent stamps. In the case of the Three Cent stamp, every position on every plate had at
least some of its frame lines recut , and varieties of recutting within the frame lines would , by
analogy to the One Cent stamp, rank only as subcategories . Furthermore , major classification
based on color is also well es tablished in classical philately, such classifications being made ,
for example, with respe ct to both types of the 1857 issue Five Cent stamp. More important ,
unlike any other denomination of the 1851 issue , the Three Cent stamp has the dramatic
S l -to-S2 change in its production history, with the corresponding changes in plates, to ju stify
its principal form of cla ssification. Finally , and most important , the market has long
recognized a basic difference in value betwe en the orange brown and non-orange brown
stamp, and this recognition is surely establi shed beyond change . As I have previously
comrnented .P a classification system should reflect market realiti es , and at this point the
clear cut distinction between an orange brown stamp and all other varieties of the Three Cent
stamp is certainly a market reality .

Given the "orange brown-all other" dichotomy as an established fact, the Experim ental
Orange Brown becomes an important bridge between the two categories. Sophisticated

21. D. Card , supra. n. 7 .
22 . Amonette , supra . n. II .
23. Quarterman 1975 reprint of Chase, supra. n. 2 , at p. viii .
24 . S. Piller , "Types of the Three Cent 1851-1861 Stamps," The Chronicle 121:34 (February 1984).

To this author's kno wledge , the proposals in the cited article have drawn no response whatever in print.
25 . J. Wagshal , "The One Cent Stamp of 1851-57: A Reconsideration of Types I Through IlIA ,"

American Philatelic Congress Book 39:107, at pp. 108-109 (September 1973).
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collectors now recognize and prize the Experimental Orange Brown as an important
transitional variety between these two categories, and the classification of "orange brown-all
other" should not be permitted to cloud this important fact from the less knowledgeable
collector.

Conclusion

For some time now, I have been developing a hypothesis which I privately call the
Wagshal Axiom: There are more .classic stamps in existence than are generally believed to
exist. The same, of course, holds true for items of postal history . Much of the current trend in
philatelic research involves attempts at census, and this kind of research is surely among the
most important now going on , because it gives the philatelic community a much better
conception of what is rare and important than the unproved assertions and anecdotal approach
that has characterized philatelic writing in the past.

In the spirit of this scientific approach, I invite anyone who believes he or she may have
an unused single , or used or unused multiple greater than a used pair of the Experimental
Orange Brown to contact me through the section editor, so that arrangements may be made
for verification of the item and publication of its existence to the philatelic community.
NEW EARLY DATES
Wilson Hulme reports two new early dates for 3¢ stamps. The first is 9 February 1856 for an

imperforate stamp from Plate 7 (63R7). It is from Haverhill, Mass . The second is a 21 July 1857
use of a perforated stamp from Plate 8 (55R8), used from Philadelphia.
Excellent United States
STAMPS, COVERS AND PROOFS

Send $1.00 for your
fully illustrated Net Price Sale

catalogue of excellent United States
stamps, covers and proofs.

o Aggressive buyers of quality u.s. stamps.
o Expert appraisals and collection consulta tion.
o Personalized want list service.

DAVID CHAMPACNE INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 361095
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA 32936
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THE 1861-69 PERIOD
RICHARD B. GRAHAM, Editor
SPECIAL AGENT DAVID P. PARKER AND
THE RICHMOND, VA., FEDERAL OCCUPATION POST OFFICE

The recent publication of Peter W.W. Powell ' s C.S .A. -Markings and Postal History
of Richmond , Virginia (rev iewe d by Susan M. McDonald in the last Chronicle , p. 7) and a
letter from Dr. Stefan A. Jaronski , editor of both the Confederate Philatelist and Virginia
Way Markings (the latt er a publ ication of the Virgini a Postal History Society) have brought
up a que stion mentioned but slightly outside the scope of Powell' s exce llent work.

This is the date of reopening of the Richmond post office , closed a few days before the
Confederate government on Sunday, April 2, 1865, set fire to the public stores (which fire
soon spread to much of the main part of the city), and then departed . On April 3, Federal
troop s entered the city and man aged to extinguish the fires before the post office, at least ,
went up in smoke .

Actually, the date wanted is seve ral dates; not only when the Richmond post office was
reopened , but when the military occupati on post office started accepting letters mailed by
Richmond civilians , and also when it started postmarking mail with a Richmond datestamp.

Powell mentions the comments made in David B. Parker ' s A Chautauqua Boy in '61 and
Afterward (Small, Ma ynard , Boston , 1912), but he also notes that the Richmond post office
was reopened as a Federal occupation post office on April 7 , 1865 , in his table of "Dates of
Importanc e" in the back of the book. Actuall y, as he notes also, accordin g to Parker' s book ,
the post office was opened on the 4th or 5th , and his April 7, 1865 , date came from another
source .

Figure 1. Lt. David B. Parker, Mail Agent of the
Army of the Potomac, 1863-5.

He furth er remarks that even the April 7 date "cannot be confirmed at this time ," as when
his book went to pres s , the Richmond newspapers (which had resumed publi cation almo st
immediately) were "temporarily unavailable," and that the date the Richmond post office was
reopened need s much further study .

In fact , Parker ' s book makes fairly clear that he took possession of the Richmond post
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office on April 3, 1865, the day that Federal troops entered Richmond. When he went to the
post office, after reporting to Gen. Weitzel, the Federal commanding officer in the area,
Parker found Federal soldiers ransacking the post office but he promptly posted a guard and
also a notice stating that mail service would be resumed the next day.

Before proceeding with the story of Parker's activities, it is probably best to tell a bit
about Parker and how and why he was in a position to reopen the Richmond post office. His
book, cited above, is highly anecdotal and was written over forty years after the events it
relates, so that historians tend to ignore it. However, Parker kept his papers, and, in fact,
illustrates many of his appointments; I have found that his tales can often be confirmed as
fact.

David B. Parker (Figure I), spent most of his adult years in government service and a
high percentage of that service was associated with handling mails .

He enlisted in the 72nd New York Volunteer Infantry regiment of the Civil War at the
age of eighteen, and in April 1862 was detailed (the army word for "assigned") to handle the
regimental mails. In June 1862, he was detailed Mail Agent of Sickles' Division; in
December, his duties were again expanded to include the 5th Corps of the Army of the
Potomac and in early 1863, he was appointed by Gen. Joe Hooker to handle all the mails for
the Army of the Potomac.

Figure 2. Army Mail.
Army of the Potomac.
Lt. David B. Parker is
seated on the wagon
rail over its right front
wheel.

It should be understood that these were all army jobs; in the Civil War, by early 1862,
the Army handled its own mail in the field. The Army Mail Agent's duties involved taking
mails collected through the chain of command to a designated post office equipped to handle
them (Cairo, Illinois, and later , Louisville and Nashville in the west and Washington and Old
Point Comfort, Va., in the east). The Mail Agent would also collect mails addressed to the
forces he represented and take them back to the army and distribute them, such mails usually
already being sorted into bags for the different units. Parker and his mail wagon are shown in
Figure 2.

Parker was made a Lieutenant in August 1864, and when General Meade took command
of the Army of the Potomac with General Ulysses S. Grant also in the field as overall
commander of the Union armies, Parker continued in charge of the mails of the Army of the
Potomac .

When Parker's regiment, the 72nd New York , was mustered out in late 1864 after
having served the three years for which its men had enlisted , Parker decided to also be
mustered out with it and accompanied the regiment to Washington.

He hadn't been home in three years , but he didn 't get any further , being advised at the
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Post Office Departmen t , where he had gone to settle his accou nts, that he was being
appointed a Special Agent of the Post Office Department , assig ned to General Grant' s
headqu arters at that ge neral's request.

Thus, when Richmond fell, Parker was a Special Age nt of the Post Office Department ,
working with the military but whose duty was also to take possession of captured or
abandoned post office property.

He took possession of the Richmond post office on April 3, 1865, posting a not ice that
mail serv ice would be resumed the next day and "dispatched to all points with which
communications could be had. The next morn ing I had a force of detailed soldiers at work and
opened the post office and sent a mail to City Point in the afternoon ."

City Point , Va. , a large base on the south bank of the James River near Petersburg, was
also General Grant' s headqu arters in the field , but mails co llected from the armies besieging
Richm ond were usually taken to either Washington or Old Point Comfort at Fortress Monroe
to be postm arked , sorted and despatched .

Figure 3. Cover sent by an officer of the 21st Connecticut regiment from Richmond, Va., the day
that city was reoccupied by Federal soldiers, April 3, 1865. The letter, together with other army
mails in the area was sent to Old Point Comfort, Va . at Fortress Monroe, to be processed, but it
probably passed through the Richmond post office the first day it was in Federal hands.

Figure 3 shows a cover addressed to Mrs. Willi am Spittle , New London , Conn. , with an
Old Point Comfort , Va. , postmark of Apr. 6 and matching cork killer tying a 3¢ 1861 stamp.
It also bears a manuscript inscription at the upper right "Richmond, Va.lApril 3rd , 1865" 
which was the day that Federal troops entered Richmond .

Figure 4 shows a cover going the other direct ion of the corres pondence . It ident ifies
Major Will iam Sp ittle as be ing an officer of the 2 1st Connecticut Volunteers , 24th Army
Corps, which was one of the units that entered Richmond on April 4 , 1865 .

It is probable that mail from the 24th Corps, part of the Army of the James which had
headqu arters at Bermuda Hundred, Va. , was normally taken to Old Point Comfort , but after
the officer in charge of mail for that army was found looting letters , its mail service was also
under Parker.

I have been shown by Mr. Bernard Briles another cove r with a Washington , D.C. ,
postmark of April 7 and an enclosed letter datelined at Richmond on April 5 , 1865 , which ,
however , doesn 't give the soldier's unit but is addressed to Connect icut.

The Army of the James remained to occupy Richmond when it was evacuated , but the
Army of the Potom ac went on through and past Richmond , pursuing Lee ' s army to
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Figure 4. Cover establishing the identity of the sender of the cover shown in Figure 3. Maj. William
Spittle of the 21st Connecticut.

Appomattox Court House where it surrendered on Apri l 9 , 1865.
Thus, it is presumed most of the mail sent out by Parker from Richmond was from the

Army of the James, whether it bears Old Point Comfort or Wash ington postmarks .
Although Parker remained on the job for severa l years after the war as a Special Agent of

the Post Office Department, he didn't remain at Richmond running the post office very long.
He remarks, at the beginning of Chapter IV, "In my capacity as a Special Agent of the
Department, but with soldier clerks, I conducted the post office at Richmond for a number of
weeks, having also the post offices at Petersburg , at Lynchburg , and at Danville on my
hands... . Dr. Alex . Sharp , whose wife was a sister of Mrs. [Ed note: General] Grant , was
soon appointed postma ster and I remained at Richmond and had my office with him ."

Parker remained as Spec ial Agent until appointed United States Marshal for Virg inia,
but in later years he served several more years as Chief Special Agent or head of the Special
Agents of the Post Office Department.

The questions asked previously in this article related not only to when the occupation
post office was establi shed, but to when it was open to civi lians to send their mails. During
the war, while the army furnished its own postal help, under the supervision of a few Post
Office Department Spec ial Agents, those offices normally didn' t acce pt letters for mai ling
from civilians other than those in some capacity with the Federal armies, such as buying
cotton, etc. In fact, in at least one case, orders were issued forbidding the army to accept
letters from the residents of occupied towns.

It is possible the April 7, 1865, date quoted by Powell is the date when letters of
Richmond residents could be sent north; the war was obviously almost over, and Abra ham
Lincoln had walked freely through the streets of Richm ond and had sugges ted to General
Weitzel, the Federa l commander, in Parker' s hearing , to " let 'em up easy" in referring to how
the local residents should be treated .

The most important of our unanswered question s is on what date did the Richmond post
office again start postmarking mail with its own tow n date stamp s?

None of the Richmond postmarking devices from the Confederate period seem to have
been used after the war , or at least I have seen none. Perhaps they were carried away by either
the postal authorities when Richmond was evacuated or by soldiers ransacking the post office
(as reported by Parker) as souvenirs.

Powell makes no mention of post-war use of any of the types of markings he discusses
that I have noted , and in any case they were badly worn in their usages of late 1864 and 1865.
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When the Richmond post office again started postmarking with town datestamps , mail sent
from there, the markings show uses of the new standard or "G.I ." town datestamps as
supplied by the Post Office Department at that time , as appears on the cover shown as Figure
5.

.
SOLDIXB'S Li:TTEll.

. .

Figure 5. A collect soldier's letter, as per U.S. Christian Commission stationery, sent from
Richmond, Va., in July 1865.

To have new datestamps made up and sent to Richmond shouldn' t have taken over a few
weeks after such were ordered. In Parker' s book , a letter is illustrated from 2nd Ass't
Postmaster General Geo. W. McLellan dated April 6 , 1865, and thanking Parker for taking
possession of the Richmond post office . He remarks that "it is desirable that the Richmond
Post Office should be put in operation as soon as possible" - no doubt, meaning as a civilian
office. Probably the new postmarking devices were ordered to be made at that time to be
furnished in duplicate or larger multiple s as was done for the larger post offices with
presidentially appointed postmasters.

The cover shown in Figure 5 is a due soldier 's letter postmarked at Richmond on July 17
of (probably) 1865, and is the earliest post-war Richmond cover I've noted , if the year is
correct. The fact that it is a soldier' s letter, accepted as collect mail without either a unit
designation or officer' s signature indicate s the date isn't later than 1865, as after that , the
laws and regulations again required that both be supplied.

I have little doubt that earlier examples, possibly for even late April 1865, probably
exist, but the problem in identifying these is that the small "G .I. " type first issued about 1864
is almost never seen with year date logos.

Thus, we have to fall back upon other data to establish the years, as has been done for the
cover shown in Figure 5. Luckily , there are various other ways of establishing dates, such as
content of letters , docketing and the like.

The standard "G.I ." town datestamps of the type shown on the cover of Figure 5 were
normally furnished with a socket for a duplexed cork killer , but it is probable that the killer
was struck cancelling the stamp of another cover with which this cover was overlapped.
These markings used a success ion of cork killers, which, while they wore away rapidly, were
also readily replaced . I am sure there was more than one instrument , but some of the killer s
are fancy carvings and, in fact, in mid 1866, at least one clerk in the Richmond post office
was using green ink .

Another useful feature by which Richmond covers may be year-dated at times are the
busines s cachets with year dates struck on the cover front , such as those applied by the
Exchan ge Hotel at Richmond in 1866. According to an illustrated comer card on the back of
one of these covers, (with a green Richmond duplex marking dated July 22 [with fancy cork
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killer], confirmed by a hotel cachet dated the same but also supplying 1866) the hotel was
"Reopened and Newly Furnished, October 28 , 1865." Thus, such covers can be part of a
structure of dates , killers , ink colors, etc., that may be used to year-date otherwise undated
covers.

Who can supply us with positively year-dated examples of covers with the new
Richmond, Va., postmarks used prior to July 1865?

Richard B. Graham
EDITORIAL: PUBLISHED INFORMATION ISN'T DATA - AND VICE VERSA
- -

A recent article in two issues of the 1869 Times by Calvet M. Hahn dwells at
considerable length and in infinite detail of supposition on the cover shown, as reproduced in
full cover on a post card , with this article. While this cover has been considered a fake from
several standpoints, Hahn's article defends the cover and attempts to prove it valid-I think.

I have always felt quite sympathetic with any attempt to prove genuine what others have
considered faked, and such is the case here. It is possible to call a bad cover genuine and it is
also possible to call a good cover bad. Calling a fake cover good only involves a loss of
money by someone when the item is eventually proven bad. Considering a genuine item bad,
however, which often causes a cover to be irretrievably destroyed, is a crime of far greater
magnitude since it causes one of the artifacts we appreciate to be removed from the scene .

The cause of this editorial is not Hahn's effort but the fact that he has quoted extensively
from articles written by me on the subject of the China and Japan Steam Service ovals applied
at San Francisco to incoming mail from the contract steamers running to the Orient, 1867 and
later. Unfortunately, the quotations and use of what was presented in my last summary article
on the subject in Chronicle Ill , the "Philatokio" issue of August 1981, and a severe
abridgement of that article that appeared in the Philatelic Foundations book, Opinions II,
have been both used out of context and , at times , misquoted and also misinterpreted.

I have no intention of reviewing the many pages of Hahn's effort in detail, as a few
examples will suffice. He quotes from my Opinions II book article, with a heading
"Graham's Analysis" when what was actually presented was merely an acceptance of the idea
the cover was faked, as presented in the late Stanley B. Ashbrook's Special Service (from
which Figure 1 was taken) in November 1953 and subsequent issues. Ashbrook's con
demnation was based upon two factors, both of which , while possibly correct in reasoning,
were wrong in detail, and I wished to update the detail.

First, he noted that the New York French mail exchange office marking on the cover
conforms to a triple rate, prepaid, by American packet via England to France, which would
indicate postage of 45¢ should have been on the cover if mailed in the United States. The
cover weight was thus, for a triple rate to France, between a half and three fourths of an
ounce, which in tum would be a double rate by U.S. mails across the Pacific. Ashbrook
didn't consider the rate possibility of the cover's having originated in the Orient, which thus
would have required another 20¢, for a total of 65¢ . A typo in my Opinions book article gave
this as 55¢ which, as Hahn pointed out, was wrong. The date of the San Francisco marking on
the cover, July 20, can only be 1869, not only from the markings on the cover but from the
date of the arrival of the Pacific Mail Steamer (here, the S.S. Japan) at San Francisco, a fact
worked out in Pacific Crossings, a publication that came long after Ashbrook 's death.

Ashbrook also considered the C & J SS marking faked, and in the Opinions II article I
commented that, since I'd seen no identical examples, referring to certain details of the
strikes, this was probably right - assuming the cover thus originated in San Francisco rather
than in the Orient.

A third area in my articles where Hahn places undue emphasis is on the reports of colors
of the markings as applied on covers tabulated as coming in on each incoming voyage of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Co . vessels to San Francisco. The tabulations were from mostly
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Figure 1. Both sides of a postcard furnished by L. Miro, Parisian dealer, with the subject cover
presented in full color. The large "121" was applied by the late Stanley B. Ashbrook when he sent
examples of the card to each of his Special Service subscribers when he discussed the cover in
1953.
verbal or letter reports (on photocopies) or slides, and the colors were reported with some
trepidation (now ju stifi ed ) simply to show a trend and in the Chronicle article , at least , I feel
this viewpoint was very clear. In that same article , the color of the C & J SS markin gs on the
cove rs postmarked at San Francisco on July 20, 1869, were reporte d as "pi nkish?" (including
the question mark - this was dropped in the Opinions If article), which indicated I was n' t
quite sure what was meant.

The question thus boils down to why, the correct rate for the cover being either 45¢ or
65¢ depending upon whether it originated in San Francisco or the Orient, does the cove r have
90¢ in postage? And , my comments were not an analysis but a report updatin g Ashbrook's
analy sis with dat a developed since his death . I feel this is obvious to those reading either
article , which were to provide general informa tion on the use of the markings as an update of
a long term project that is still go ing on.

I have record ed about a hundred covers, and have had the opportunity to see and
photograph about fifteen of them ; most of the others were reported with slides of varyi ng
quality , photocop ies and photos, published and otherwise . No research data or discussion of
techniques were give n, in fact much of it remains to be corre lated when I get enough data
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together to take a stab at it.
Hahn, after several pages of rhetoric , arrives at about the same conclusion as the rest of

us, commenting, as his final sentence, "While I believe the Miro cover to be genuine, I do
have reservations about the IO¢ pair , but I would not remove it from the cover, even though
the stamps represent overpayment and may have been added." Which is to say , the 90¢
postage on the cover was a 25¢ overpayment if the cover is genuine as it now appears and a 5¢
overpayment if it is not, because the pair of IO¢ 1869 stamps was added later. No explanation
is given as to why any faker would add a pair of IO¢ stamps to a cover already bearing a fine
pairof30¢ or if the IO¢ pair had been moved, replacing 15¢ in, say 1861 stamps, to make up a
45¢ rate from San Francisco to France, and the 30¢ stamps, neatly covering the gum points of
the IO¢, were added later.

This type of speculation could be developed to fill many pages (more pages?) , but the
desirable process is to continue assembling data and hold suspect items such as the Miro
cover intact for the time being. It has already been so held for over forty years; what's the
rush?

The data that need to be assembled comprise far more than just the types of and colors of
the C & J S.S. markings. But , in that respect, we need to know how many instruments were in
use in the later period after the sailings were monthly, and also how many ink pads (not
necessarily of the same shades) were in use at the same time when a heavy mail was being
processed by the San Francisco foreign desk to catch an outgoing train or steamer.

The cork killers need to be explored further to determine which were used by the San
Francisco foreign desk and which actually were applied in the Orient.

The subject here, however, is data , which , as noted earlier, are not information, until
assembled and analyzed. Neither are information , comments or discussion published as an
interim report on a project simply to tell what is known or suggested or theorized , considered
data. Comments in such presentations are not meant to be used by others piecemeal or in ways
obviously not intended or with interpretations obviously not meant by the author. General
ities should not be taken as specific data.

One of the dangers of presenting what 1call interim reports , based upon incomplete data
not yet correlated and interpreted , is that others will attempt to use the partial package and not
wait for the rest. Admittedly, such efforts are often long term processes in the field of postal
history, and thus to obtain a continuing flow of data, an occasional update is necessary. I still
solicit reports ofC & J S.S. covers, and expect to again work up an interim report in the next
year or so to report progress in terms of what seems to have been learned and what data are
needed to explore what needs to be learned. However, I accept no responsibility for either use
or misuse of the data and comments I present in such updates .

Richard B. Graham
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How to
sell the ones
you love.
The first thing to do is get in touch with us, and ask for the
Apfelbaum guide to selling your stamps.

This guide will present , and explain, the options you have
wh en you decide to sell all or part of your collection . Selling at
auction might be the best way. Direct sale to us or private treaty
could be the most beneficial.

Whatever method you ultimately decide upon, you should have
the stamps evalua ted . We can do that for you, too. And our
guide will give you tips on how to arrange for safe shipment.

Simply give us a call, or use the coupo n below. The guide is
free.

r.ar,P.Lelnco
2006 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103 a
800/523-4648 !:
In PA 215/567-5200 _

Please send me your guide to selling stamps.
Nam e _
Address _

City State Zip _

Phone Best time to call is _
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THE 1869 PERIOD
SCOTT R. TREPEL, Editor
USED 30-CENT 1869 INVERTS
SCOTT R. TREPEL

In the previous installment of this series on the 1869 Inverts in Chronicle 135, the
unused copies of all three values were listed and illustrated . I Attention is now turned to the
used cop ies , beginning with the 30¢ value, which is the rarest of the three 1869 Inverts in used
condit ion .

NORTH-WEST

CENTER-WEST

NORTH -CENTER

CENTER

NORTH-EAST

CENTER-EAST

SOUTH-WEST SOUTH-CENTER SOUTH-EAST
Figure 1. Position of 30¢ Invert design relative to perforations in each of the nine categories
of the author's survey of used examples.

1. One 30¢ illustration was inadvertently om itted; it is shown as Figure 2 in this art icle .
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Figure 2. Unused 30C Invert. See Chronicle 135 for
article list ing unused 1869 Inverts (this photo inad
vertentlyomitted).

Based on four main sources - the Philatelic Foundation records, Frank Levi' s records
(through the co urtesy of Jeffrey Forster), museum collections and the author's own survey of
auction sales - the total number of used 30¢ Inverts is currently at 39. More than twice as
many 15¢ and 24¢ Inverts are currently recorde d.

If numbers clai med in auction cata logs over the years have guided philatelists in their
thinking about this stamp, then the 39 fully documented copies will come as somethi ng of a
reve lation. Estimates have ranged from a dozen (!) to as many as 25 copies; thus the true
number is more than 50 percent over the highest number previously claimed. The 30¢ Invert
is without question a rare and desirable stamp, but as has been the case with many classic
rarities , its sca rcity has been exaggerated for one reason or another.

The arrange ment of this survey, for purposes of compiling and presenting the data, is
based on centeri ng . Unl ike certain other classic stamps, the Inverts cannot be categorized by
cancellation, because the majority is similarly cancelled with cork "k illers." Using the
position of the design relative to the perforations, it is possible to form nine groups of
centering, as shown in Figure I .

It is import ant to establish points of refere nce for use in determining the centering of a
stamp, especially in the case of the bi-color Inverts. The four points of refere nce are all part of
the blue printin g (draped flags and stars in an arc) and lie at the outermos t limits of the design .
With the stamp posi tioned to show the numeral "30" upright , they are as follows : I) at top the
draped flags fold into a central point - this is the "north" point of refere nce 2) the "west"
point is the tip of the point ed spearhead of the flagpole, which in certain cases will actually
touch the perforations 3) the "east" point is the same tip of the opposite flagpole , and 4) the
cluster of three stars at the bottom form the "so uth" point , with the center star extending
furthest. Using these four point s of reference , the author has categor ized every 30¢ Invert into
the nine groups show n in Figure I .

The Wide Spaced Inverts

Figure 3. Wide spaced copy
of 30C Invert. See Table A.

Figure 4. Wide spaced copy
of 30C Invert. See Table A.

Figure 5. Wide spaced copy
of 30C Invert. See Table A.

After all 39 Invert s had been assem bled into their appropriate centering categories, an
unusual characteristic of certain copies became evident. Five stamps possess very wide top
122 Chronicle 138 / May 1988 / Vol. 40 , No.2



TABLE A

Wide Spaced 30C Inverts

Figure 3. Cork cancel and part of blue Calais transit datestamp (illegible date). Repaired at upper right
comer. PFC 45163. Ex Siegel Rarities 1984.

Figure 4. Cork cancel matches August 1869 cover in Figure 9. Thinned . PFC 55684 . Ryohei Ishikawa
Collection .

Figure 5. Cork cancel (N.Y.C.). No PFe. Located in Hanner , Rooke sale, Jun. 26, 1941, lot 95.

Figure 6. Cork cancel (four "V's") and part red marking. PFC 67193 . Ex Wolffers sale.

Figure 7. Cork cancel (N.Y.e.) No PFC. Ex West (Ward sale Apr. 26, 1946) and Picher (Ward, Oct. 1946).

Figure 6. Wide spaced copy
of 30C Invert. See Table A.

Figure 7. Wide spaced copy
of 30C Invert. See Table A.

Figure 8. Tracing of cancel
on 30C Invert in Figure 4.

and bottom margins , including one extra side perforation (approximately one millimeter) .
These wide spaced stamps undoubtedly came from the same horizontal row of one of the
sheets issued; therefore , they are especially exciting to anyone hoping to reconstruct a
multiple from the surviving copie s.

The five wide spaced 30¢ Inverts are illustrated in Figures 3 to 7. All five are easily
distingui shable from other 30¢ Inverts by the wide gap between the star at bottom and the
perforations. Two of the stamps (Figure 3 and 4) are centered between the left and right
margins; the other three are centered to the left with the flagpole point actually touching the
perforation.

The listing in Table A provides relevant data for the wide spaced 30¢ Inverts.

August 1869 Date of Use

Two of the wide spaced 30¢ Inverts bear cancellations that offer the possibility of
narrowing the period in which they were used to a few weeks , perhaps a few days . The stamp
in Figure 3 is cancelled with a large portion of the blue transit datestamp applied at Calais ,
France . The author has examined this stamp but was unable to read the exact date in the
French postmark. However, with the aid of photography, using a filter and enlarger, it might
be possible to determine the month , day and year (probably 1869). With the French arrival
date, it would then be possible to determine the New York departure date.

The stamp in Figure 4 has a cancel that is recorded on a dated cover. A tracing of the
cancel is shown in Figure 8 and an illustration of the cover is shown in Figure 9. This cover
comes from the Portchester find or , more accurately , the Davis correspondence to Peru, in
which covers were posted at Portche ster, N. Y. , or New York City. The cover in Figure 9
bears I¢, 3¢, and 15¢ Type I 1869 stamps paying the 34¢ rate to Peru . The cork "killer" used
to cancel the stamps matche s the cancellation on the Invert stamp in Figure 4. The cover is not
postmarked with the New York City datestamp , but the Augu st 30, 1869, Panama transit
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Figure 9. Cover to Peru dated August 1869 with cancel shown in Figure 8. Use of 30C Inverts
in August 1869 is likely, based on this cover.

points to a New York City departure date around August lSth, well after 1869 bi-colors from
the second printing had reached the New York City post office.

(To be continued)
CLASSIFIED
WANTED: POSTMARKERS, POSTAL AR
TIFACTS. Send LSASE fo r illustrated list of
items bought and traded to Dr. Scheer , 18
E. Rosemont, Alexandria, VA 22301.

POST OFFICE SEALS WANTED. Scott
listed "OX" numbers of the U.S. and pos
sessions wanted on and off cover. Ship for
immediate cash offer. I pay postage both
ways. Karlin (A.P.S.), 1424 Sheepshead
Bay Road (Suite 242), Brooklyn, N.Y.
11235.

WANTED: DANISH WEST INDIES postal
history (1874-1917). Ron Trosclair. 1713
Live Oak si.. Metairie, LA 70005.

OFFICIALS, 1873-1884, Covers, Trial
Colors, Varieties, Exhibition Material. Will
Buy or Trade. Bob Markovits, Box 891,
Middletown, N.Y. 10940.

USED POSTAL STATIONERY, 12¢ up, esp.
90¢ , including Mint, Proofs. Send net
priced. Bob Markovits, Box 891, Middle
town, N.Y. 10940.

WANTED: Covers, picture postca rds,
registry receipts postally used small towns
Nev., Ariz. LEP, Box 17463, Hol iday, UT
84117.

NEVADA POST OFFICES book. An illus
trated History showing all town date with
many illustrations and rarity ratings. Sold
at $30. All Remainders $15. Will not be
rep rinted . LEP Box 17463, Holiday, UT
84117.

FORTWAYNE. INDIANA advertising items
wanted: covers, postcards, trade cards, all
advertising memorabilia. Myron Huffman,
12409 Wayne Trace, Hoagland, Ind. 46745.

WANTED: Collectors Club Philatelists Vol.
4, #4 (Oct. 1925) with plates, Vol. 14, #4
(Oct. 1935). Philip T. Wall, 536 Woodvale
Drive, Greensboro, N.C. 27410.

NORTH CAROLINA Post Office Catalog 
alphabetical listing of ove r 7600 post of 
fices with county, date established, date
discontinued. mail to, first postmaster,
remarks , 229 pages , prong bound. Sample
page on request, $31.50 postpaid from :
Phil Perkinson , Box 550 . Norlina, NC
27563.

YOUR AD HERE FOR SOC A LINE.
Send payment to: Robert L. Toth,
10015 Vista Dr., North Royalton, OH 44133.
Next Deadl ine June 15.
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Extensive Stock of Classic United States
Always Available Including:

• SINGLES
• MULTIPLES
• COVERS
• CUT SQUARES
• FANCY CANCELS
• MAPS

VICTOR B. KRIEVINS
Professional Philatelist

P.O. Box 373
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010

(215)-356-3758
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THE BANK NOTE PERIOD
RICHARD M. SEARING, Editor
THE FOUR CENT COLUMBIAN STAMP
GEORGE B. ARFKEN

The December 5 , 1892, Circular to Postmasters described the 4¢ Columbian as "Fleet of
Columbus - the three caravels, Santa Mari a, Nina , and Pinta - in mid-ocean , from a
Spanish engraving . Color, ultra-marine blue." This "Spanish engraving" has been the subject
of much speculation. In 1952 Rochlin reprinted an illustrat ion from a U.S . book which bears
a striking resemblance to the 4¢ Columbian vignette. I The preface of this U.S . book by John
M. Dickey is dated July 1892, six months before the Columbians appeared .?

To what extent the engraver, Charles Skinner, used this 1892 publication or work ed
from an original Spanish engraving is not known. O'Brien , summarizing the background of
the vignette, suggested that the similarities between Dickey' s 1892 illustration and the stamp
vignette "appear to be more than a coincidence. v'

A front page report in the March 14, 1988, issue of Linn 's Stamps News , crediting an
article by Juan M . Martinez Moreno in Discovery, the journal of the Chri stopher Columbus
Philatelic Society , gives the source of the design as a painting by Rafael Monleon , a 19th
century Spanish painter. The work, titled "Carabelas de Colon " (Fleet of Columbus), hang s
in the Museo Naval de Madrid .

Very few essays are listed in Brazer for the four cent denomination ." A unique wash
drawing in brownish red of the adopted vignette exists with the caption "COLUMBUS ON
VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY. SHIPS AT SEA ." An incomplete approximation to the
adopted design exists in orange and in black as a sunken india die proof on card as well as in
over two dozen trial colors on white card . The colors range from red to black with blue ,
green , yellow , and violet shades in between .

A plate proof of the final design is illustrated in Figure I . The vignette was engraved by
Charles Skinner, the frame by D. S. Ronaldson and the lettering by George H. Seymour. 5

Figure 1. Plate proof of the
final design.

I . Philip Rochlin , "U.S. 1893 Four Cents Fleet of Columbus Design," Essay Proof Journal, vol. 9, pp.
226-227, 1952.

2. John Marcus Dickey, Christopher Columbus and his Monuments. Rand, McNally & Co. , 1892.
3. John F. O'Brien , "Basis of the Design of the U.S. Columbian Issue of 1893," The American

Philateli st. vol. 98 , pp. 895-900 , September 1984.
4. Clarence Brazer, Essays for U.S. Adhesive Postage Stamps. Quarterman reprint, 1977, p. 144.
5. Craig J. Turner, "The Early United States Bank Note Companies," American Philatelic Congress.

vol. 38, pp. 11-47, 1972.
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Figure 2. Plate imprint block of
the issued stamp.

In his 1894 Report the Postmaster General gave the number of4¢ Columbians issued as
19,181 ,550 . While only a little over one percent of the number of 2¢ Columbians, for
denominations over 2¢, the number of 4¢ Columbians is second onl y to the 35 million of the
5¢ Columbians. Figure 2 shows a plate imprint block of the issued stamp.

Ellis listed the plate numbers of the 4¢ Columbian as 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 , all with the
letter 0. 6 All five of these plates had 100 subjects.

Brookman listed two varieties of the 4¢ Columbian." First there is the "three leaf'
variety . The ornament just to the left of the right hand "4" shows three projections or leaves
instead of two .

The second variety is the famou s "error of color. " Thi s is a blue color, quite distinct from
the normal ultramarine. While printed with ink using the same Prussian blue colorant, the 4¢
error is not exactly the same blue as the I¢ Columbian. White 's Encyclopedia ofthe Colors of
United States Postage Stamps" includes excellent color photographs of the I¢ blue , the 4¢
ultramarine, and the 4¢ error of color. For technical detail s about the inks and the printing
process see White' s Color in Philately .9 One sheet of 100 of this color error, plate 017 , was
found by a John V. Painter. The existence of several used cop ies of this blue error indicates
that at least one other sheet reached the public - and was not recognized as an error.

n( .~.. ro
T HE LINCOLN "" T10 N" L BANK,

W "!oHlf'oGT""" . c. c.,
\' "'Of [)f. i:.iit£.AlO w ITh iN f l \ll. ."v&.

lVier cha nt s ' Nattona.lBa nk .

Richmond,
Va.

Figure 3. WASHINGTON, D.C., FEB 9 93. Double rate postage, paid for up to 2 oz.

One obvious use of the 4¢ Columbian was to pay double rate postage , up to 2 oz. Figure
3 illustrates this usage. This 4¢ payment for double rate postage had become possible less

6. F.L. Ellis, "Columbian Plate Numbers," The Bureau Specia list, vol 35, pp. 232-234, June 1964.
7. Lester G. Brookman, The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century, vol III, pp. 62-63,

1967.
8. R.H. White , Encyclopedia ofthe Colors ofUnited States Postage Stamp s. vol. II, pp. 35, 37, 1981.
9. R.H. White , Color in Philately , pp. 136-140, 1979.
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Figure 4. JOHNSON, ARK., JUN 12 (1893); 8p registration paid with a pair of 4p Columbians.

than ten years earlier. On October I, 1883, the letter rate was reduced from 3¢ per 1/2oz. to 2¢
per 1/2 oz. Simultaneously the U.S . issued its first 4¢ postage stamp , the blue green Jackson,
Scott 211. The basic weight was doubled to I oz. on July I, 1885.

The 4¢ stamps also saw use in paying the new 8¢ registry fee on a 2¢ entire . Figure 4
presents a 2¢ Columbian stamped envelope from Johnson , Ark. , June 12, 1893. The cover is
registered with a pair of 4¢ Columbians . The registry rate had been reduced to 8¢ January I,
1893, and the 8¢ Columbian had been issued in March but the small post office in Johnson
might not have stocked the 8¢ stamps - or had run out of them.

;;;:::..................
8c;r~~ .

Figure 5. French Corral, CAL., APR 19 1898. A strip of three 4p Columbians paid 8¢ regis
tration and 4¢ (up to 2 oz.) postage.

A strip of three 4¢ Columbians was just right for a double rate registered cover. Figure 5
exhibits a cover from French Corral, California, April 19, 1898. This was five years after
issue but use of the Columbians at this time was not uncommon. The manuscript cancellation
reads "F.M. Wood, French Corral, Cal."

The 23/23 on the cover deserves some comment, particularly since the second 23 was
improper. The first or top 23 indicates that this was the 23rd registered letter dispatched from
French Corral since April 1. (Registry numbers started at I each quarter.) The bottom 23
means that this cover went into the 23rd registered package envelope. The registered package
envelope was a special envelope used for holding one or more. registered items going from
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Figure 6. NEW YORK, N.Y., OCT 281897. REGISTERED, 8e. Postage of 6e paid for up to 3 oz.

one post office to another. The 1893 Postal Laws and Regulations, Section 1046, required the
postmaster to put the registered letter number on the cover itself as well as on a receipt and on
the letter bill. The 1893 P.L.&R. did not require that the second 23, the registered package
envelope number, be put on the cover and later postal guides specifically instructed
postmasters not to put this second number on the cover. Nevertheless the second number was
marked on this cover. A practice from an earlier era had survived in French Corral- despite
the 1893 P.L.&R. and the postal guides.

The 4¢ Columbian also appeared on cover with other stamp issues , mixed franking.
Figure 6 depicts a registered cover from New York , October 28, 1897, with a 4¢ Columbian
and a 1O¢ brown of 1882, Scott 209. Why use a Columbian four years after issue and a
re-engraved Bank Note 15 years after issue? Look at the comer card . The cover came from a
stamp dealer who may well have had a surplus of these stamps . Using old stamps was good
public relation s.

The Post Office issued 1¢ Columbian stamped envelopes primarily for third class mail,
l¢ per 2 oz . The writer of the cover illustrated in Figure 7 wanted to send a letter to
Switzerland. A 4¢ Columbian uprated the 1¢ Columbian entire to the 5¢ per Yzoz. UPU rate .

The 5¢ UPU rate could also be made up by a combination of Columbians. Figure 8

Figure 7. NEW YORK, N.Y., JUN 2893 - 1e Columbian entire uprated to 5e UPU rate with 4e
Columbian stamp.
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Figure 8. ERWIN, MISS., AUG 28 1893; 5C UPU rate to Germany paid with a combination of
Columbians.

displays a cover from Erwin , Miss. , August 28, 1893, with the 5¢ rate paid with a 1¢ and a 4¢
Columbian .

Combinations of the 4¢ Columbians with higher denomin ation Columbians will be
shown in future articles of this series .
RARE 24 CENT NYFM USE TO BURMA
RICHARD M. SEARING

Recentl y I was shown the cover in Figure 1by Mrs. Barbara Fosdyke , a well known Los
Angel es collector of Andrew Jackson stamps . This cover was in the late David Beals Ill ' s
collection of New York Foreign Mail usages, and she acquired it for her Jackson collection.
However, regardless of the Jackson stamps, this cover presents a rare use of the 24¢ National
stamp to exotic Burma. I have seen very few usages of Banknote stamps of any denomination
to Burma. One exa mple of a non-banknote usage that comes to mind is a 30¢ F-grill used to
pay the British mail rate via Marseille ; it is illustrated on the reverse of p. 22 in C. J . Starnes ' s
monograph on U.S. Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations. I

The complex route taken by this cover was kindly supplied by C. J . Starn es. The cover
left New York 19 December 1874 on NGL Hansa, arriving at Southampton 31 December. It

r
" I .. ../;".

, Iv
... t

Figure 1. Cover with 24C banknote used to Burma on Dec 19.1875, via Brindisi.

I . Ci.l . Starnes, United States Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations, L. Hartmann , Publi sher , 1982.
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Figure 2. Reverse of Figure 1.

transited London 1 January 1875 and contin ued on to Brindisi. The cove r left Brindisi 11
January on P. & O. Teheran , reaching Alexandria 14 Jan uary and Suez 16 January . From
Suez it was transported the same day by P. & O. Hindostan to Bombay 28 January, arriving at
Bassein, Burma, on 1 February. These details are based on Kirk, P. & O. Lines , Martin and
Blair, India Rates, and Lowe, Encyclopedia, Vol. III.

Burma was a province of the British Empire in India until 1937 and was under the India
postal admini stration. It shared India ' s postal rates. The 28¢ in stamps pay the single rate in
British mail via Brindisi , effective January 1871 to July 1875. The postmark incorporates 24¢
credit to Britain . London credited ld colonial postage to India .

The Van Vlissingen and Waud book/ on New York Foreign Mail Cancellations, at the
time of publication, categorized covers to India as scarce (p. 49), but did not differentiate the
various Indian provinces.

In the January 25 , 1972, Robert Siegel sale of the Van Vlissingen-Waud NYFM
collections , lots 408 and 914 show two 28¢ usages to Morehabad, India , with the same
combination of stamps as shown in Figure 1.3

In addition the design type of the cancel is listed as the rare type G8 on page 22 of the
NYFM book and is believed to have been used for a very brief time. On page 38 of the same
reference, the earliest and latest recorded usage dates are 11128/74and 6/22/75, respectively,
less than a seven month span. The cover in Figure 1 is dated on 12/19 which places the usage
three weeks later than the earl iest recorded date .

In the Siegel sale mentioned earlier, two lots were prese nt showing the type G8. Lot 887
showed a 6¢ usage to Hawaii and lot 888 showed a 10¢ rate to Mexico which is the latest
recorded date cover mentioned above.

Since NYFM cancel types are not my specialty or that of Mrs . Fosdyke , any reader
comments on this cover and the type of the NYFM cancel are most welcome.

2. A. Van Vlissingen and Morrison Waud, New York Foreign Mail Cancellat ions 1870-1876 . Chicago
Collectors Club , 1968.

3. Robert Siegel Auction #406, January 25, 1972.
Do you value your USPCS membership?
INVITE A FRIEND TO JOIN
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AUSTIN MENAKER ASSOCIATES OFFERS YOU
OUTSTANDING UNITED STATES STAMPS & COVERS

FROM THE "HELMSLEY" COLLECTION
Featuring Choice Gems From Many Prominent Collections of the Past

Including Grunin, Ishikawa, Kantor, Kharasch and others

# 65 with Salem, Mass ., Witch's Mark

WE WELCOME
INQUIRIES ON

THE MANY OTHER
STAMPS & COVERS

IN THE
"HELMSLEY"
COLLECTION

# 200, 1880 24C Dark Violet, Special Printing

We are- andhave been for many years - consultants and advisers in theformation and disposition
of many prominent collections. We are here to advise you on your philatelic purchases, we are
prepared to make a very generous offer for your major collection or individual rarity, and invite
serious inquiries along either of these lines.

M~T1N
I-.-Jl MENAKER

ASSOCIATES

Austin Menaker Philip Kamll
(212) 734-0898 (212) 564-7550

Box 20436CC, Cherokee Station
New York, N.Y.10028

Classics Society, Collectors Club of New York
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RAILROAD POSTMARKS

CHARLES L. TOWLE, Editor
I. Guest Article:
It is a pleasure to present our guest article for this issue from Douglas N. Clark, President

of Mobile Post Office Society, and Regional Vice President Of U.S.P.C.S.

A "RAILROAD" DROP LETTER
DOUGLAS N. CLARK

The cover shown here bears an Illinois Central Railroad "From Sublette" station agent
marking, catalog number709-S-4a, dated May 15, 1(86)2. The cover is franked with a 1 cent
1861 (Sc #63) paying the drop letter rate, the cover being addressed to Sublette. As well as
legible strikes of the CDS at lower left, a poor strike ties the adhesive, and another strike is
found on the reverse.

The Sublette drop
letter

\
I ....

The authors of recent articles claiming that station agents "were given letters to be
mailed by the next train" and that the station agent handstamps "show (that mail was) carried
on" the corresponding railroads, may be surprised to see a station agent marking in drop letter
use. Clearly the postmark, the address and the postage rate combine to show that the cover
was never carried by train.

Sublette postmark

709-8-4&
Readers of this section of the Chronicle . however, should have no difficulty under

standing the usage. A B & 0 Railroad discovery, described in Chronicle 114 (May 1982) , pp.
136-141, by Charles L. Towle, shows that at almost all stations of that railroad at which
station agent markings are known postally used, the station agent was also the local
postmaster. Therefore, the use of a railroad postmark at those stations has little more
significance than a fancy killer in the shape of a locomotive. Certainly that is the explanation
of the subject cover. The station agent must have been the Sublette postmaster and he used his
ticket dating stamp on all mail received, whether or not it was to be dispatched by train.
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II. ADDENDA: U.S. Route and Station Agent Postmarks by C. L. Towle , published by
Mobile Post Office Society , 1986 .
New Route Agent Postmarks

552-A- I: ASH. & PITIS . AGT ., 27, black, 1880, III (New color).
983- B-2: CALISTOGA & VAL. AGT., 26, black, Banknote, IV.
225-B- I: CARROLL. & BUTISV. AGT ., 26.5, black, 1882, III- Carrollton, N.Y .-Buttsville , Pa. , 24

miles; N.Y. , Lake Erie & Western R.R .
943 .2-B- I: CENTRAL CITY & BLAIR AGT., 27.5, black , 1883, IV - Central City-Blair, Neb., 144

miles; Burlington & Missouri River R.R . , Sioux City & Pacific R., R. (Via York and Fremont).
663- B-2: CHI. & T. HAUT E AGT ., 26.5 , black, 1884, III - Chicago, I1 l.-Terre Haute , Inc. , 182 miles;

Chicago & Eastern Illinois R.R.
467-C-I : C.C. & L. Agt., ink, manuscript, (west), 1882, V - Corpus Christi-Laredo, Tx. , 162 miles;

Texas Mexican Rwy.
749-C-2: CRESTO N & ST. JOE. AGT. , 25.5 , black, 1878, IV- Creston, Ia. -St. Joseph, Mo., 104 miles;

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R .
344-H- I: DALLAS & CHESTE R AGT . , 26, black, Banknote, V - Dallas, N.C. -Chester, s.c.,47 miles;

Chester & Lenoir R.R .
350-U- I: DU PONT & LIVE OA K AGT., 26.5, black, 1881,111 - Du Pont, Ga .-Live Oak , Fla., 49 miles;

Savannah, Florida & Western R.R .
H-25-b: FAY . & WIL. AGT . , 27 .5, black, Banknote , V - Fayetteville-Wilmington, N.C., 118 miles ;

Cape Fear River steamboat.
473-P-I: FT. W. & GALV. AGT., 27.5, black, 1880s, III - Fort Worth-Galveston, Tx., 347 miles; Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe Rwy.
625-D- I: GRD .RPDS. & ELKHART AGT., 25.5, black, Banknote , III - Grand Rapids, Mich.-Elkhart,

Ind . , 115 miles; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rwy.
9 1O-Z- I: KAN. C & JOPLIN AGT ., 27, black, 1882, III - Kansas City-Joplin, Mo ., 174 miles; Kansas

City, Ft. Scott & Gulf R.R.
70-L-2; N.Y . & N. HAVEN AGT ., 23, black, Banknote , III - New York, N.Y.-New Haven, Ct. , 78

miles; New York & New Haven R.R.
250-B-2: N.Y.D OVER & EASTO N AGT., 26, black, 1876, III - New York, N.Y.-Dover , N.J.- Easton,

Pa. , 87 miles; Delaware , Lackawanna & Western R.R.
650-P- I: NO. VER. & LOUIS . AGT., 25.5, black, 1877, IV -Ohio & Mississippi R.R . , Louisville Br. ,

57 miles; North Vernon, Ind .-Louisville, Ky.
481-B-I : PAL. & LAREDO N.D . AGT. , 26.5 , black, 1884, III (complete tracing), Palestine-San Antonio ,

Tx., 26 1 miles; International & Great Northern R.R. (N.D.-Northern Division.)
212-F-I: PITIS. & W.BROWNSV. AGT ., 26.5 , black, 1882, IV - Pittsburg-West Brownsville , Pa., 55

miles; Pennsylvania Railroad .
200-C- I : SUNBURY & LEWIS. AGT. , 27.5, black, 1885, III - Sunbury-Lewistown, Pa. , 50 miles;

Pennsylvania Railroad .
III. USPCS 1989 ANNUAL MEETING
This is to be held at ARIPEX ' 89 , Tucson Community Center , Tucson, AZ. on January

13,14 and 15th. ARIPEX ' 89 welcomes the U.S. Philatelic Classics Society and invites all
USPCS members to plan on attending this "Winter Vacation" show. The ARIPEX exhibition
is especially designed to revive the showing of U.S . Postal History Exhibits at our National
Shows. We will have two sections for such exhibits - Section 5 for traditional postal history
exhibits, and Section 9 for special studies, research and "open category" postal history
exhibits - those not bound by FIP postal history rule considerations. It has been very
noticeable that postal history exhibits have declined most seriously since the discriminatory
judging of postal history at AMERIPEX and CAPEX, and this new section is designed in an
attempt to help correct this situation . We hope USPCS members and others will dust off those
previou s exhibits and join us. For copies of prospectus for ARIPEX '8 9 send a # I0 SASE to
Charles L. Towle , 4621 E. Don Jose Drive , Tucson , AZ 85718.
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PLATE I

ROUTE AGENT POSTMARKS

983-B-2 225-B-l 943.2-B-l 663-B-2

4:~1.zt2rf
~~/~:Jf2

749-C-2 344-H-l
467-C-l

350-U-l H-25-b 473-P-l 625-D-l

910-Z-1 70-L-2 250-B-2 650-P-l

481-B-l 200-C-l
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THE FOREIGN MAILS
CHARLES J. STARNES. Editor

RICHARD F. WINTER. Assoc. Editor
UNUSUAL MIXED FRANKING FROM THE U.S. TO FRANCE
DURING THE NON-TREATY PERIOD - 1870

WOLFGANG DIESNER

No single topic in the study of foreig n mails has produced more article s in previo us
Chronicles than the study of mails between the U.S. and France . This is due , in large part , to
the fact that the U.S. and France did not negotiate their first mail treaty until Marc h 1857 .
Prior to this time , mails to and from France reflected the choice of numerous different postal
route s , handling throu gh different postal sys tems , and often contained a variety of interesting
markings, all of which have intrig ued collectors . Each time the postal arrangements changed
between the U.S . and England or between England and France , the effect would be felt
directly on the mails transiting through England to France . Whenever internal postal rates
changed in the U .S. or in France, mails between the two countries would have to reflect those
changes . Postal stability was finally achieved with the U.S .-French Treaty of 1857 , which
became effective on 1 April 1857 . To the postal historian , however , this was the beginn ing of
a rather dull period where postal rates were stable for almost 13 years. Chaos returned again
on I January 1870 with the U.S . abrogation of the U.S .-French Treaty. Four and one half
years would pass before a new treaty was put into effec t. The non-treaty period from 1
Janu ary 1870 unt il 1 August 1874 produced a wea lth of fascinating postal history material. I

A most unu sual cove r from this period will be described in this article, reflecting a postal rate
and handling variation not previously reported.

- '---,

Figure 1. Cover posted 22 Aug 1870 from Newark, N.J .• to France, prepaid 10 cents for universal
steamship rate from U.S. and 60 centimes for French internal fees. Mixed franking applied in U.S.

Figure 1 illustrates a cover from Newark , New Jersey, transported via New York and Le
Havre to Chazelle sur Lyon , France , with a true mixed franking of U.S . and French stamps 
not the kind of mixed franking that occurs when letters are reposted in the seco nd country.
Thi s cove r is unlike previously reported mixed frankin g covers , however , in its routing ,

I . See Chronicle 110:116-125 for an excellent article by Michael Laurence on the direct route mails to
France during early 1870 . Also see History of Letter Post Communication Between the United States and
Europe / 845 -/875 by George Hargest, Chapter 9, for a detailed explanation of the postal rates in effect
during this period .
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handling, and possible explanations of the mixed franking. The following analysis is offered
and seems consistent with the few facts that are known .

The letter was posted in Newark on 22 August 1870 with both the 10 cent Banknote
(Scott # 150) and the 60 centimes of French stamps (Scott #33, #35) on the letter. The writer
was aware of special provisions which the French had authorized in December 1869 related to
postal rates between the U.S. and France after 1 January 1870. 2 Letters posted in New York
to be sent exclusively by the French mail steamerfrom New York to Fran ce could be prepaid
with 60 centimes in French stamps per 10 gram letter. Th is would be accepted as the French
internal (sea and inland) rate when the letter reached France instead of the normal 80 centimes
rate which was applied to all other steamship letters coming into France directly from the
U.S. on which the French internal rate was not prepaid. The 10 cent U.S. postage was also
required. This was the uniform incoming and outgoing steamship rate applied to letters,
regardless of distance to be travelled , from and to all foreign countries with which other
postal arrangements were not in effect. Enacted in June 1864, this 10 cent rate had not
previou sly applied to French mails until the U.S .-French Treaty was terminated. The postal
clerk at Newark cancelled the U.S . stamp but applied no markings to the two French stamps .
The letter was sent to New York .

The French Line H steamer had just departed New York two day s earlier on 20 August
and the next one would not depart for two more weeks . However, a special mail was about to
be sent directly to Havre on 25 August. The Postmaster General had recently concluded two
trip contracts with William H. Webb of New York, who owned the North American
Steamship Company, to carry mails to France and Belgium. Webb 's wooden paddle
steamers were used exclusively on the New York to Aspinwall route to carry U.S. mail s.
Now they were contracted to make two transatlantic voyages ." Fortunately these voyages
were to be made during the late summer months when the good weather still permitted the
older, wooden steamers to compete favorabl y with the steel -hulled steamships . The New
York Exchange Office made up a small mail for France, including this cover, to go by this
line. The North American Steamship Company steamer Guiding Star made the first of these
two voyages , departing New York on 25 August 1870 and arriving at Havre on 9 September
1870. Here a practically unknown French entry marking, ETATS-UNIS LE HAVRE 9 SEPT
70, was applied in red on the cover. (This marking , Salles # 1720, had been recorded used in
1874 only and then only one date had been seen .") Havre also cancelled the French stamps
with the large numeral 1769 in dot lozenge, a number assigned to Havre . Apparently, the
Havre postal clerk accepted the prepayment of the 60 centimes for French internal fees ju st as
he would have had the letter come by the French Line H steamer to Havre. A red boxed PD
was also applied at Havre . The letter was sent to Chazelle where a partially struck backstamp
shows arrival there . A summary of French postal rates to the U.S . and French collect postage
on letters from the U.S . during the period 1 January 1870 to 1 August 1874 is presented in
Table I.

Covers carried from New York by the French mail steamships and showing the
---

2. Raymond Salles , La Poste Maritime Franeaise , Vol IV, p. 228 . This special rate lasted until I July
1871 when the French internal rate for incoming and outgoing foreign letters by direct route was reduced to
50 centimes. The New York Times of Friday 7 January 1870 carried a report from their correspondent in Paris
which described the 22 December 1869 French decree relating to the postal rates between France and the
U.S . to go into effect on I Janu ary 1870. The applicable section is quoted here: "Letters dispatched from the
United States by the French steamers can be prepaid to their destination by stamps furnished for that purpo se
by the French Post Office. The postage on the letters thus stamped will be 60 centimes the 10grammes or any
portion thereof. In case of the postage being insufficiently covered, the letters will be considered as not
having been paid. The value of the stamps, however, will be deducted. "

3. Report of the Postmaster Genera/for / 87/ . pp. 133, 139 show Willi am H. Webb' s Line was paid
$263.30 for carrying 2,633 letters and 2, 657 newspapers on the two voyages .

4. Salles, op . cit. . p. 237.
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TABLE I

I Jul 1871
50c.lI Og.

1 Jul1871
50c.lIOg.

1 Jul 1871
Ifr. 20c.I 109.

I Jan 1870
60c .l lOg.
40c.llOg .

1 Jan 1870
70c.l lOg.

To the U.S .:
Direct f rom French ports:
Fr. Pkt. , Am. Pkt. , or other steamships
Sailing ship
Via England:
Letters to U.S., fully paid

From the U.S . :
Direct from U.S. ports: I Jan 1870
Fr. Pkt. or Am. Pkt. 80c .I 109.*
Sailing ship 60c.llOg .
Via England: 1 Jan 1870 Apr 1870 I Jul 1871
Open mail , 4 ¢1Y20Z. U.S . paid 50c.I7 I/2g. 50c.llOg. 50c.lIOg.
Open mail, U.S . unpaid 50c.I7Y2g. 80c.llOg . Ifr.20c.l lOg.
*60c .l lOg. if prepaid by French stamps and transported from New York by French packet.

prepayment in French stamps of the 60 centimes internal rate from the 1870-71 period are
quite scarce and of postal histo ry importance . Only a handful have been recorded and these
are highly sought after when they infrequentl y come upon the market. Usually they show
mixed franking of U.S. and French stamps , the latter usually cancelled on board the French
steamer at New York. One example is known with just French stamps as it was taken directly
to the French steamer at New York and did not go through the U.S . post office in New York .5

Now, at least one unusual example of this same mixed franking can be show n on a cover not
carried by a French mail packet , where the French stamps were cancelled by the Havre post
office . I am very indebted to Richard F. Wi nter for his generous help in preparing this article .

5. This cover is illustrated in Chronicle 110:121 in the Laurence article.
Paper Restoration and Conservation
Professional repair and improvement ofphilatelic material.

• removal of stains, soiling and foxing •
• tear repair· deacidification •

• missing paper restored •
All work performed with the highest degree of integr ity and respect for the uniqueness of
the item. Philatelic references available.

Inquiries or items for quotation may be directed to:
NANCY POLl

RD1 Box 1034, Saylorsburg, PA 18353
(717) 992-2770
Collection Building
Advantageous Selling

Market Knowledge ...
Confidentiality .

Integrity .
ANDREW LEVITT, Philatelic Consultants

Box 342-CC Danbury. CT 06810 (203) 743-5291
Life m em ber . Collectors Club.. Amer. Phil. Soc . . U.S. PhiJa telt c Class ics Soci ety , Amer. St amp
D ealer s Assoc.. Philatelic Foundation
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Private Treaty, References Please

Postal History
Auctions

One of the most Interesting 1869 Issue finds of the last few
decades appeared at our doorstep via the flea market. A
stamp collector and his father had been nosing around a flea
market on Cape Cod and found two legal size covers bearing
stamps of the 1869 Issue. One cover had a pair of the 30
cent value. They were, of course, delighted with their find
and couldn't walt to get home to soak off the stamps(as I
said, they were stamp collectors not cover collectors).
Fortunately for philately, they stopped at the library and
looked up the value of the 30 cent on cover. They were
shocked! A dealer friend made them a very substantial offer
which they declined. He then recommended that they contact
our auction firm. It was fortunate that they did for the
covers brought almost four times his original offer when sold
In our June, 1985 sale.
As you can see In the Illustration above, the covers
originated In Shanghai, China and were sent to a Bank In
Boston. The 30 cent cover paid a seven times the 10 cent
Trans-Pacific Rate. One other cover Is known with this
combination - the famous "Bradford" cover.

.L ROBERTG.
,..('~o~~~~ANN

540 Colfax Road
Wayne Township

O Annual AuctIon SubscrIptIon $15N.J. 0747

Our Experience Will Make a Difference for You
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THE COVER CORNER
SCOTT GALLAGHER. Editor
ANSWER TO PROBLEM COVERS IN ISSUE NO. 137
Figure I shows the Civil War cover with unusual "PAID" marking. The black is intense and

appears to be the same ink of the Nashville cds. The other marking, in duller black, reads
"HS.QRS DEPT. SO UTH ." The dates are difficult to read. Dick Graham and I have long studied
Union occupation markings . Thu s we knew that the Nashville cds is dated Aug 30 1864 . Using
Dyer' s Compendium. we both figured out that the other date is Jul24 1865 because the 160th N. Y.
Regiment had been assig ned to Dept. of the South in June 1865. Nashville was in the Western
Dept. and the 160th was never there. Thus, this cover, which has no markings on the back , was
sent from one Union military unit to another, and took almost a year.

Figure 1. Civil War period cover with "Due 1."

Dick Graham writes further: " I said that I feel the ' PAID' is a Nashville marking, even
though I don't have an example of it. This is because I feel the cover was sent by mail - but
wasn 't meant to have been . I think it was supposed to have gone in either a parcel of letters under a
separate cover or by couri er , but somehow or other got into the Nashville P.O .

"Without a stamp , and eve n though marked ' PAID' (and don 't forget that Nashville was still
being operated by the Arm y Quartermaster Dept. under a special agent of the POD appointed as
postmaster) so they prob ably marked the cover ' PAID' and charged the postage. However , letters
not bearing stamps weren 't supposed to have been sent in that manner and just what happened to
the cover I have no idea but suspect a trip through the Dead Letter Office at Washington .
However , it may have just gotten hung up somewhere because of the movements of the 160th and
Dwight ' s Brigade durin g the spring and summer of 1865 .

"I do feel that it was prob ably advert ised at Hilton Head - or the I¢ may have been a drop
letter fee at that point , and the letter , in any case, was I suspect, sent by military pouch between
HQ to Savannah to the 160th ."

In the last Chronicle an interesting multiple weight cove r from Cuba to Spain via New York
and London was shown as Figures 5a and 5b. Experts are still working on an explanation of the
rate for the routing indicated, and their answer will be in the next issue. If any readers have
comments, please send them .
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PROBLEM COVERS FOR THIS ISSUE

Figure 2. Cover from Helsinki to Minnesota in 1869.

Figure 3. Registered cover
from New York to Viborg in
1891.

Figure 4. Registered cover
from Viborg to Philadelphia,
1895.
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From I - 12 Jun e the international exhibitio n FINLANDI A '88 will be held at Helsinki. Ear ly
mail between Finland and the U.S .A . is difficult to find, eve n in Scandinavia n auctio ns. Our
request in the last Chronicle has resulted in a few covers. Figure 2 shows a cover with Finni sh
stamps of the second issue with serpentine roulette . The stamps, 40 pen . (unsevered pair) , 8 pen.
and 20 pen. total 108 penni a . Th ere is a 73 in blue , 28 over 80 , and 52 in black and an S in red . The
Russian transit mark is in black and the German one in red . The final destination was Minnesota ,
and there are no markings on the back . Can a reader give explanations of the routing and rate?

Figures 3 and 4 show registered cove rs , apparently sending stamps . The one to Finland was
sent in 1891, with 15¢ in U.S . postage. The one from Finland , sent in 1895 , bears 50 pen . total ,
and a blue 3, pencilled 2 and 5 gr. in ink. Are these rates correc t? Finland jo ined the U. P.U . in
1875.

• S. lled l)(j ,t' (}. ~ ---".

-.t't/l:-rj(~ r: ,' , "

/

r / ,
. /

Figure 5. Sandy. Utah, Mar 13 1881, to Helsingfors.

Figure 5 shows a cover from Sandy, Utah to Helsinki , Finland in 1881. No problem
regardin g the rate , but what does ANK mean? For what word , presumably Finnish , is it an
abbrevia tion?

If your answer is that it is a receiving mark , you may be correct; but look closely at Figure 6 .
Thi s shows the address side of a postal card sent in 1902 from Mariehamn , Aland. Th is is an island
between Finland and Sweden . The two 2 kopeck stamps (Sc .# 47) are cancelled with a cds which

Figure 6. Postal card to Iowa in 1902.
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has ANK at the lower left.
Other covers from the 1870s on show ANK as a transit marking. Undoubtedly the

explanation of ANK will be readily available at FINLANDIA '88 , but for the submitters and
collectors queried at recent shows, it is a mystery.

Send your answers and any new candidates with black and white glossy photo to the
Cincinnati P.O. Box within two weeks of receipt of this Chronicle.
A WORD FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The unfortunate necessity for a memorial tribut e has converted the editor' s page into a
caboose .

To those who have ordered North Atlantic Mail Sailings 1840 -75 , please be patient
the wait will be worthwhile , The inevitable delay that see ms always to attach itself to projects
of this kind was made inexorable by my recent hospital ization . All the material is now at the
printers , so the wait should soon be over.

To those who haven 't yet orde red NAMS - this is your last chance to do so at the
prepublication price of $34.50. On June I , the price becomes $39. 50, whether or not the
book is ready.

It' s a great pleasure to welcome back the Railroad section after too long an absence.
Please take note of Charley Towle ' s remarks about ARIPEX '89 and the exhibit classi
fications there . A rem inder: if you plan to donate phil atelic materi al for the ARIPEX ' 89
auction to benefit the Western Postal Museum , be sure your donations reach the Museum by
early June. The Society ' s annual meeting will be held at ARIPEX '89, so this should be an
extra incentive to make a contribution.

The thoughtful notes and good wishes sent me by many members are very much
appreciated . I hope to see many of you at Denver.

Susan M. McDonald
1r&)YIUTI)~ For PHILATELISTS, NUMISMATISTS, EPHEMERISTS,
JOO&]])]], ARCHIVISTS, COLLECTORS AND SAVERS.

PROTECTIVE POUCHES • dimensionally stable,
The clear,strong, ,ne~, "Mylar"*Type 0 only.
. euse is Dupon sf,Im W • Pouches for Philatel ic covers,

0 (215) 5667067 • Pouches for page & document protection .

i--Ta~i~;M~~~~;~~·l • "TUCK'S T'S " · ~ Pouches and Sleeves for cover
, P.o.Box406' : mount ing on pages without adhesives.
l__~~~~~:~~~ j • Folders and Pouches for document preservation .

"' MYlA R- IS A TRADE NAME OF DUPONT - -TUCKS lS-IS ... TRADE N..... E OF TAT\.OA·"UDE P"Y APPlIED FOA
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INTRODUCING

"Professional"
The New 6O-Day Expertizing Service Guaranteed

to Wm Your Stamp Of Approval.

G "",.oo"Stomp:..~xpertizing Serv-
ice. Your newalternative
forvalidating, confirming
and expertizing U.S.
stamps, offcoverand sta
tionery. Andwe're out to
winyouover.

Professional Gives \bu
A Guaranteed, 6O-Day
1\unaround.
Unprecedented? Maybe.
But weexpertizewith a
minimum of processing
time. Whetheryou're a
dealeror collector, we
valueyour timeas well as
your stamps.

Each submission will be
analyzed, validated, and
returned promptly to you.
And with it you'll receivea
color photographiccertifi
cate representing the most
competent professional
opinion available.

Allwithin 60 days.
Guaranteed! And during
those 60 days you can rest

assured that your stamp
will be insured at.all times
for its fullvaluationand
storedin an on-site,
climate-controlled bank
vault.

Professionalli Certifi
cates Are Signed By The
Finest,
That's right, your certifi
catewill bevalidated and
signedbyat least three
professional philatelists
whoare leadingindustry
specialists in the area of
yoursubmission. This
assures you the highest
standards forevery
analysis.

Representing over 900
yearsofcollective exper
tise, our panel of philatelic
consultants include such
noteworthy namesas: C.E.
Hoffer, Richard C. Fraiola,
Lawrence Bustillo, Albert
Chang, Lewis Kaufman,
EricJackson, and David
Champagne.

Professional Offers \bu
Value For \bur Dollar.
Even with all these
advances, youstill only
paypostal registration
andone nominal fee, based
upon your ownvaluation.

Under $1,000
$1,000-$2,000
$2,000-$5,000
$5,000-$25,000

Over $25,000

That'sall you paywhen
yousend alongyour sub
mission. It reallycan bea
verysimpleprocess.

Professional Wants
\bur Business.
We'll work hard to earn
your approval by provid-
ing you with the most
expedient and accurate
authenticationsavailable
today. Handled the
Professional way. For
informationsend us a SASE.

@$ 40
@$ 60
@$ 100
@$150
@$200

Southpark ExecutiveCenter
12651South Dixie Highway, Suite 326

Miami,Florida 33156, USA
(305)252-8289
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I I I AUCTIONING
INTERNATIONALLY

Harmers International, through the close liaison of our two
active houses on three cont inents, will meet your need for
top results with an international mailing list .

Everyth ing you need to know about disposing of your phila
telic property and the many unique services offered by
Harmers are detailed in our brochure "Phi latelic Selling" - it
is yours for the asking.

Complete the coupon and return it today!

1"H;;;';;;r;-ofN:w-;;;k"7n;- - - - - - - - - - -
I 14 East 33 rd Str ee t. New York. NY 10016

Tel. 1212) 532·3700
Please send me your brochure ,
" Philatelic Selli ng".
I am interested in selling my collection of ..

..............................., market value $ .

NAME .

ADDRESS .

HARMERSQfNEWYORK INC.
14 East 33rd Street, New York, NY 10016

Tel. (212) 532-3700 Cable : HARMERSALE, New York
Lie. # '5 672829. 780870

HARMERS of London
Stamp Auctioneers Ltd .

91, New Bond Street, London
W1A 4EH, Eng land

Cable Phistamsellondon W1 , Tal. 01 629·0218
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